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Abstract
Numerical models often fail to accurately simulate and forecast a hydrological state in operation
due to its inherent uncertainties. Data Assimilation (DA) is a promising technology that uses
real-time observations to modify a model's parameters and internal variables to make it more
representative of the actual state of the system it describes. In this thesis, hydrological DA is
first reviewed from the perspective of its objective, scope, applications and the challenges it
faces. Special attention is then given to nonlinear Kalman filters such as the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF). Based on a review of the existing studies, it is found that the potential of EKF has
not been fully exploited.
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is a semi-distributed rainfall-runoff model that is
widely used in agricultural water management and flood forecasting. However, studies of
hydrological DA that are based on distributed models are relatively rare because hydrological
DA is still in its infancy, with many issues to be resolved, and linear statistical models and
lumped rainfall-runoff models are often used for the sake of simplicity. This study aims to fill
this gap by assimilating streamflow and surface soil moisture observations into the SWAT
model to improve its state simulation and forecasting capability. Unless specifically defined, all
‘forecasts’ in Italic font are based on the assumption of a perfect knowledge of the
meteorological forecast. EKF is chosen as the DA method for its solid theoretical basis and
parsimonious implementation procedures.
Given the large number of parameters and storage variables in SWAT, only the watershed scale
variables are included in the state vector, and the Hydrological Response Unit (HRU) scale
variables are updated with the a posteriori/a priori ratio of their watershed scale counterparts.
The Jacobian matrix is calculated numerically by perturbing the state variables. Two case
studies are carried out with real observation data in order to verify the effectiveness of EKF
assimilation. The upstream section of the Senegal River (above Bakel station) in western Africa
is chosen for the streamflow assimilation, and the USDA ARS Little Washita experimental
watershed is chosen to examine surface soil moisture assimilation. In the case of streamflow
assimilation, a spinoff study is conducted to compare EKF state-parameter assimilation with a
linear autoregressive (AR) output assimilation to improve SWAT’s flood forecasting capability.
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The influence of precipitation forecast uncertainty on the effectiveness of EKF assimilation is
discussed in the context of surface soil moisture assimilation.
In streamflow assimilation, EKF was found to be effective mostly in the wet season due to the
weak connection between runoff, soil moisture and the curve number (CN2) in dry seasons.
Both soil moisture and CN2 were significantly updated in the wet season despite having
opposite update patterns. The flood forecast is moderately improved for up to seven days,
especially in the flood period by applying the EKF subsequent open loop (EKFsOL) scheme.
The forecast is further improved with a newly designed quasi-error update scheme.
Comparison between EKF and AR output assimilation in flood forecasting reveals that while
both methods can improve forecast accuracy, their performance is influenced by the
hydrological regime of the particular year. EKF outperformed the AR model in dry years, while
AR outperformed the EKF in wet years. Compared to AR, EKF is more robust and less
sensitive to the length of the forecast lead time. A combined EKF-AR method provides
satisfying results in both dry and wet years.
The assimilation of surface soil moisture is proved effective in improving the full profile soil
moisture and streamflow estimate. The setting of state and observation vector has a great impact
on the assimilation results. The state vector with streamflow and all-layer soil moisture
outperforms other, more complicated state vectors, including those augmented with intermediate
variables and model parameters. The joint assimilation of surface soil moisture and streamflow
observation provides a much better estimate of soil moisture compared to assimilating the
streamflow only. The updated SWAT model is sufficiently robust to issue improved forecasts of
soil moisture and streamflow after the assimilation is ‘unplugged’. The error quantification is
found to be critical to the performance of EKF assimilation. Nevertheless, the application of an
adaptive EKF shows no advantages over using the trial and error method in determining timeinvariant model errors.
The robustness of EKF assimilation is further verified by explicitly perturbing the precipitation
‘forecast’ in the EKF subsequent forecasts. The open loop model without previous EKF update
is more vulnerable to erroneous precipitation estimates. Compared to streamflow forecasting,
soil moisture forecasting is found to be more resilient to erroneous precipitation input.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Rainfall-runoff models can be classified as either lumped models or distributed models,
according to their spatial description of the watershed. The simulation of hydrological processes
in lumped models is averaged over the watershed. Distributed models divide the watershed into
multiple calculation units on which the basic hydrological processes are simulated before they
are lumped with continuous equations. Distributed models are able to consider the heterogeneity
of topography, soil properties and meteorological inputs within the watershed, but they usually
feature more a complicated model structure and parameters compared to lumped models. In
addition, the parameters in distributed models usually have physical representations, and
therefore it is possible to verify the simulation with in situ or remote-sensing observations.
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model divides the watershed into Hydrological
Response Units (HRUs) with homogeneous physical properties such as topography, land use or
soil type, while the simulation of the hydrological processes on HRUs are based on an empirical
Soil Conservation Service (SCS) method instead of a deterministic physical method, and
therefore it is often described as a ‘semi-distributed’ model (Arnold et al., 1998; Beven et al.,
1995; Liang et al., 1994). Semi-distributed hydrological models blur the boundary between
conceptual lumped models and physically distributed models (Corzo et al., 2009). To avoid
confusion, the ‘semi-distributed’ SWAT is still considered as a ‘distributed model’ in this study.
Despite its seeming advantages, a complex distributed hydrological model does not guarantee a
better simulation or forecast result than a simple lumped model (Bergström, 1991). This is likely
due to the various additional uncertainties involved in the operation of distributed models,
which arise from initial condition, inputs, model structure, parameterization, etc. (Liu and Gupta,
2007).
Data assimilation (DA) is a method of continuously correcting model simulations with the most
recent measurements. Originally used in areas like atmospheric and oceanographic sciences
(Dee, 1995; Derber and Rosati, 1989; Ghil and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1991), DA has drawn more
and more attention from hydrologists for its powerful role in real-time correction of the initial
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condition and parameters of hydrological models (Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2000). The
difference between a regular hydrological model and a model with a ‘real-time’ correction
function is shown in Figure 1-1. In the updated model, measurements are collected at the same
time as the model is being run. The feedback information from the comparison between the
measurements and model outputs is calculated by the ‘updating procedure’ (which is a DA
algorithm in this case) and utilized to update the initial state and/or parameters of the forecast
model.

Figure 1-1 Schematic Diagram of ‘real-time’ updating procedures (WMO, 1992)

Many approaches have been developed in hydrological DA (Houser et al., 2005; Walker and
Houser, 2005), and the Kalman Filter is a widely used sequential method in hydrological DA
mostly due to its simple implementation procedures. The conventional Kalman Filter is only
applicable in a linear system in which both dynamic and observation transition models are linear
(Kalman, 1960), and the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a straightforward derivation of the
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conventional Kalman Filter designed to cope with a nonlinear system. For a nonlinear system
with lower complexity, it is arguably the de facto standard method to expand the Kalman Filter
for nonlinear systems due to its good performance in practice (Rabier, 2003). However, the
application of EKF in distributed or semi-distributed rainfall runoff models is rare so far due to
the following:


the instability of EKF in complex nonlinear models (Evensen, 1994)



the very large computational cost if a fully distributed state vector is used



difficulty in linearizing rainfall runoff models, which encourages alternative methods
such as the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF).

The purpose of this study is to explore the possibility of updating the SWAT model using EKF,
thereby improving its capability of issuing forecasts of hydrological states. Two types of
observation, streamflow at watershed outlet and in situ surface soil moisture, are assimilated
into SWAT. Streamflow is chosen because it is usually the only available observation in
practice. The surface soil moisture is not currently as available as streamflow; however, this
might change with the development of remote-sensing technologies (Brocca et al., 2011).
Meanwhile, in the foreseeable future, the algorithm developed with in situ observation data will
provide a ready-to-use tool in the application of remote-sensing data (Chen et al., 2011). This
study also aims to compare EKF state-parameter assimilation with output assimilation, in which
the output error, instead of the model itself, is updated in the forecast. Another topic discussed
in this study is the robustness of EKF assimilation with erroneous precipitation input in the
forecast after SWAT is updated with EKF.
In order to focus on the validation of EKF assimilation, it is presumed that the meteorological
input at the forecast stage after using EKF can be replaced by observation or be predefined for
research purposes. Hence the streamflow and soil moisture ‘forecast’ of SWAT is actually a
‘perfect forecast’ (Thiboult and Anctil, 2015) instead of a real forecast.
The flood forecast is critical, especially to larger rivers, given the catastrophic consequences if
an accurate forecast cannot be obtained in advance. Therefore, the upstream section of the
Senegal River in western Africa is chosen for the streamflow assimilation. The assimilation of
in situ surface soil moisture is expected to serve as a pilot project for the assimilation of remotesensing soil moisture data. It is crucial to assure the quality and representativeness of the in situ
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observations within the watershed. The Little Washita experimental watershed has a dense soil
moisture observation network run by the USDA ARS office, making it the perfect candidate for
this study.

1.2 Objectives
The primary objective of this study is to seek a parsimonious DA procedure to improve the
simulation and forecasting of a distributed (semi-distributed) rainfall-runoff model. The ideal
method is expected to balance model performance, generalizability and computational cost. To
be specific, this study is devoted to the coupling of the SWAT model with EKF DA in the
simulation and forecasting of streamflow and soil moisture. This objective is reached from the
following aspects:


Development of a framework for the SWAT-EKF DA system



The assimilation of streamflow observations at the watershed outlet to improve the
flood forecasting capability of SWAT



The assimilation of in situ surface soil moisture in improving the simulation and
forecasting of soil moisture in deeper layers of the soil profile as well as streamflow at
the watershed outlet



Comparing the effectiveness of EKF state-parameter assimilation with output
assimilation in flood forecasting



Discussing the robustness of EKF assimilation regarding the influence of erroneous
precipitation input in the forecasting of streamflow and soil moisture

1.3 Novelty
1) The application of EKF in a distributed hydrological model. EKF has rarely been used in
hydrological data assimilation, much less in the case of a distributed hydrological model such as
SWAT. The coupling of EKF with the SWAT model is challenging mostly because of the
‘distributed’ feature of SWAT and the difficulty in linearizing the model. The solution to these
issues is key to applying EKF in SWAT, and many ideas have been developed in this study to
tackle these issues.
2) The use of the ratio method in the update of state. Instead of stacking all distributed variables
in the state vector, only the watershed scale variables are involved in the online EKF calculation
in order to obtain an a posteriori/a priori ratio, and then the HRU scale variables are updated
with this ratio offline. The ratio method mitigates the computational burden of EKF
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exponentially by reducing the degree of freedom of the state vector. It also avoids the
quantification of the spatial error correlation between HRU variables, which is critical to the
generalizability of this method to operational applications.
3) The numerical linearization of SWAT. An analytical solution to the Jacobian matrix is
impossible, as the state-space equations based on SWAT are implicit. A numerical solution with
the original Fortran version of SWAT with perturbed state variables would influence the online
operation of SWAT, as such operation is sequential. In this study, the Matlab version of SWAT
2009 is applied to facilitate the offline Jacobian matrix calculation without influencing the
online running of SWAT.
In addition to the above innovations in the implementation of EKF, this study also makes
contributions to the development of Kalman-type hydrological DA. These contributions include
but are not limited to:


Assessing the performance of the assimilated model in forecast mode. This has been
ignored in most previous hydrological DA studies, as they generally focus on the
experimental stage of DA.



Developing a hybrid method that combines state-parameter assimilation with output
assimilation. This new method combines the robustness of the former and the shortterm effectiveness of the latter.



Quantified analysis of the impact of precipitation forecast error on the assimilated
model

1.4 Thesis Overview
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on Kalman-type hydrological DA. The theory, scope and
challenges of Kalman filters are introduced, and special attention is given to the comparison of
EKF with EnKF. This chapter is based on the following publication:
Leqiang Sun, Ousmane Seidou, Ioan Nisto, Kailei Liu. A Review of Kalman type Hydrological
Data Assimilation (2015). Hydrological Science Journal, doi:10.1080/02626667.2015.1127376.
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Chapter 3 is the streamflow assimilation study in which the implementation procedures of
coupling EKF with SWAT have been described in detail. This chapter is based on the following
publication:
Leqiang Sun, Ioan Nistor, Ousmane Seidou. Streamflow Data Assimilation in SWAT Model
Using Extended Kalman Filter (2015). Journal of Hydrology, 531 (2015). 671-684.
doi:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2015.10.060.
Chapter 4 is the surface soil moisture assimilation study in which the factors that influence the
performance of EKF assimilation, such as the setting of state and observation vector and model
error quantification, have been discussed. This chapter is based on the following publication:
Leqiang Sun, Ousmane Seidou ; Ioan Nistor , et al. The assimilation of soil moisture and
streamflow with the Extended Kalman Filter in SWAT model (2016). Submitted to Journal of
Hydrology.
Chapter 5 compares the EKF state-parameter assimilation with AR output assimilation in flood
forecasting with SWAT. This chapter is based on the following publication:
Leqiang Sun, Ousmane Seidou ; Ioan Nistor. Towards streamflow forecasts improvement of the
deterministic hydrological model: state assimilation versus output assimilation (2015).
Submitted to ASCE Journal of Hydrologic Engineering.
Chapter 6 discusses the impact of erroneous precipitation forecasting on streamflow and soil
moisture forecasts issued with the assimilated SWAT model.
Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions and provides recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
There is great potential in Data Assimilation (DA) for the purposes of uncertainty identification
and real-time correction of hydrological models. This chapter reviews the latest developments in
Kalman filters, particularly nonlinear Kalman Filters such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
used in hydrological DA. Hydrological DA targets, methodologies and applicability are
examined. The recent applications of EKF and EnKF in hydrological DA are summarized and
assessed. Lastly, this review highlights the existing challenges in the implementation of EKF
and EnKF, especially error determination and joint parameter estimation.

2.1 Introduction
In the past few decades, hydrological models have significantly benefited from improvements in
computational capacity and the availability of multi-source measurement data to simulate and
forecast the hydrological processes. However, due to the increasing involvement of the
uncertainties stemming from initial conditions and inputs and outputs, operational hydrological
models will remain inherently imprecise.
Data assimilation (DA) is a procedure developed to optimally merge information from model
simulations and independent observations with appropriate modeling (Liu et al. 2012b). DA
could provide optimized initial conditions, updated parameters and even improved structures for
dynamic models. Originally used in areas like atmospheric and oceanographic science (Dee
1995, Derber and Rosati, 1989), DA has drawn more and more attention from hydrologists for
its performance in the real-time correction of hydrological models (Robinson Lermusiaux,
2000).
Walker and Houser (2005) and Reichle (2008) summarized the basic hydrological DA methods;
Moradkhani (2008) reviewed the remote-sensing measurement techniques and their applications
in data assimilation; Liu and Gupta (2007) discussed the role of DA in addressing the
uncertainties in hydrological models and discussed the application of the hydrological DA in
operational scenarios (Liu et al., 2012b); and Montzka et al. (2012) examined the joint
assimilation of observational data precedents from different spatial scales and different data
types. Reviews that focus on a specific method are relatively rare compared to reviews with a
wider scope (e.g., Van Leeuwen, 2009).
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The Kalman filter is a classic sequential method that has been widely used in hydrological DA
for more than two decades (Evensen, 1994; McLaughlin, 1995). Compared to other methods
such as particle filters and variational methods, the Kalman filter is easier to implement and can
produce comparable or better results with a lower computation demand (Weerts and El Serafy,
2006; Abaza et al., 2014b). Furthermore, the Kalman filter is very flexible in coupling with
hydrological models and has more derivative variants than any other method. Among these
variants, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) were both
developed to extend the application of the Kalman filter to nonlinear systems; also, they are the
two main descendants of the linear Kalman filter. EKF applies a straightforward Taylor
extension scheme to linearize a nonlinear system. In spite of its advantages, EKF has endured a
poor reputation for being unstable when applied to complex nonlinear hydrological models.
EnKF avoids direct linearization by statistically analyzing the ensemble members, and although
it increases the computational cost, EnKF is one of the most widely used hydrological DA
methods. Despite some comparison case studies (Reichle et al., 2002b; El Serafy and Mynett,
2004; Dumedah and Coulibaly, 2012), there lacks a critical review that specifically focuses on
the Kalman filter. The objective of this review is to fill this gap by assessing the latest
developments and challenges of Kalman-type hydrological DA, especially EKF and EnKF.
However, this review is not intended to judge which method is better, but rather regards them as
different solutions to the same problem. This is not only because they are both derived from the
linear Kalman filter, but also because they face some similar issues when applied in
hydrological DA.
In the rest of this chapter, hydrological DA, including its targets and methods, is introduced in
Section 2. Kalman filter (including EKF and EnKF) theories and state of the art applications in
hydrological DA are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the issues regarding the
implementation of Kalman filters in hydrological models, and the summary and conclusions are
given in Section 5.

2.2 Hydrological Data Assimilation
2.2.1 Hydrological DA targets
DA was first used in the 1950s for numerical weather forecast models; however, hydrologists
did not pay attention to it until the 1990s (Evensen, 1994; McLaughlin, 1995). Proper use of DA
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may help to handle the uncertainties from model inputs, initialization and propagation of the
states, model structures, and even model parameters (Vrugt et al., 2006; Liu and Gupta, 2007;
He et al., 2012). Meanwhile, global DA may improve regional field estimations by achieving
more accurate external boundary condition estimations (Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2000), and
local DA could also lead to improved global estimations (Clark et al., 2008).
The development of remote sensing has promoted the application of DA in hydrological models.
The remotely-sensed hydrological data that currently have the potential to be applied in
hydrological models includes (Walker and Houser 2005, Houser et al. 2005, Xu et al. 2014):
1) overland parameters (e.g., topography, land cover, albedo)
2) forcing inputs (e.g., precipitation, humidity, and temperature)
3) states (e.g., soil moisture, snow cover)
4) fluxes (e.g., carbon flux)
The overland parameters are usually regarded as ‘static’ in models, even though this is not true
in long-term forecasts. Forcing inputs have the potential to replace traditional ground-based
observations with the development of remote-sensing instruments and more accurate retrieval
algorithms. Neither overland parameters nor forcing inputs are the main interests of DA for
hydrological modeling at this stage. The states and fluxes provide validation to the intermediate
processes of the models. Such validation was not available before, and hence it drew extra
attention.
Snow cover has a high albedo and thermal properties, as well as a medium-term water storage
capacity; therefore, the assimilation of snow observations could improve hydrological
predictions (Walker et al., 2003). Andreadis and Lettenmaier (2006) used EnKF to assimilate
remotely-sensed MODIS SCE snow observation data into the VIC hydrological model in order
to update snow water equivalent (SWE) estimates. From these estimates, a simple snowdepletion curve scheme from SNOTEL SWE data and MODIS imagery (Moradkhani, 2008)
was used to form the observation operator. Clark et al. (2006) assimilated the observations of a
snow-covered area (SCA) to update the hydrological model, and they found that the assimilation
of SCA information results in minor improvements in the accuracy of streamflow simulations
near the end of the snowmelt season. Both of them found that the snow cover update works
better during the snowmelt season than the snow accumulation season. Further research with
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regard to snow cover assimilation can be found in the literature (Parajka and Blöschl, 2008;
Rodell and Houser, 2004; Sheffield et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2008).
Galantowicz et al. (1999) demonstrated Kalman filter retrieval of soil moisture profiles and
temperatures from L-band radio brightness observations, while Crow and Wood (2003) applied
EnKF to assimilate the airborne measurements of surface brightness temperature into a
TOPMODEL-based Land–Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (TOPLATS). Due to the short memory
the land surface skin temperature holds, it is suggested to combine other state variables with
longer memories, such as deeper soil temperature or moisture, to obtain longer-term DA
effectiveness (Walker et al., 2003). The surface temperature products are also sensitive to terrain,
vegetation and cloud contamination; hence, multiple sets of products and better retrieval
algorithms are required for continuous DA operation (Huang et al., 2008).
Soil moisture is the key variable in runoff generation process, and it is logical to assimilate soil
moisture because it is a continuous storage indication as well as a natural bridge to transform the
hydrological model into state space equations. The correct estimation of antecedent soil
moisture content is critical to streamflow simulation when the soil is neither too dry nor oversaturated (Reichle et al., 2002a). Soil moisture assimilation has been proved beneficial to
streamflow predictions (Chen et al., 2014; Wanders et al., 2014b). The applicability of soil
moisture requires the ground-based measurements to be dense enough (Chen et al., 2011);
otherwise, spatial interpolation errors have to be considered. Satellite remote-sensing can
provide an economical and continuous observation of soil moisture.
Parrens et al. (2014) assimilated in situ soil moisture observations into a soil model at a local
scale, while Reichle et al. (2002a) assimilated L-band microwave brightness temperature into a
Land Surface Model to estimate near-surface soil moisture. Crow and Ryu (2009) used
remotely-sensed soil moisture retrievals to correct soil moisture state and satellite rainfall
products, and Alvarez-Garreton et al. (2014) assimilated the surface soil moisture and the soil
wetness index derived from the passive microwave AMSR-E. Using EnKF, Brocca et al. (2012)
assimilated the surface and root-zone soil moisture products derived from the active microwave
ASCAT into a rainfall runoff model. Recently, soil moisture assimilation has also been used to
assist in parameter identification for hydrological models (Wanders et al., 2014a; Tran et al.,
2014).
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Despite the existence of some root-zone soil moisture byproducts from surface-soil moisture
observations (Wagner et al., 1999; Das et al., 2008), one of the drawbacks of remotely sensing
soil moisture is that it can only monitor surface or near-surface moisture (Moradkhani, 2008;
Han et al., 2012). Preliminary experiments showed that surface soil moisture assimilation has a
minimal effect on the simulation of deep layer soil moisture (Chen et al., 2011), although the
latter has a more significant impact on runoff simulations (Brocca et al., 2012; Han et al., 2012).
Houser et al. (1998) argued that remotely-sensed soil moisture must be supplemented by in situ
surface and root zone observations in order to specify error correlation, calibrate parameters,
and validate the model-calculated fields. Draper et al. (2011) found that it might be more
effective to address the cause of model bias instead of relying on soil moisture assimilation to
correct it. Some research has combined soil moisture assimilation with the correction of other
rainfall runoff model forcings, such as precipitation, in order to improve streamflow predictions
(Chen et al., 2014; Massari et al., 2014). The application of soil moisture remote-sensing may
also involve issues like rescaling (Kaheil et al., 2008; Sahoo et al., 2013), error evaluation
(Doubková et al., 2012; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2013), and radiative transfer modeling
(Verhoef and Bach 2003; Reichle, 2008), among others. A more detailed explanation of the
limitations of soil moisture assimilation can be found in the literature (Vereecken et al., 2015).
Streamflow is the most commonly used prognostic observation variable, and is sometimes the
only one available (Clark et al., 2008; Abaza et al., 2014a; Trudel et al., 2014, Samuel et al.,
2014; Randrianasolo et al., 2014). Great efforts have been made to improve streamflow
forecasting using output assimilation/error assimilation over the past two decades (Anctil et al.,
2003; Yu & Chen, 2005; Broersen, 2007; Sene, 2008). The output assimilation/error
assimilation methods treat streamflow forecasts as a pure model output and update it by adding
errors calculated with another independent procedure or model. Such procedures/models could
either be nonlinear, like Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (Anctil et al., 2003), or linear, such
as the Autoregressive–Moving-Average (ARMA) model (Broersen, 2007; Chen et al., 2015).
Output/error assimilation of streamflow is relatively simple to implement, as there is no
feedback to the original rainfall runoff model from the modification of model outputs.
Besides being the direct assimilation goal (Liu et al., 2012a), streamflow is also the primary
observation in assimilating other state variables and parameters (Coustau et al., 2013). In
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hydrological DA, streamflow is often treated as a diagnostic variable, and is therefore not
updated directly (Clark et al., 2008). In the case of the nonlinear measurement operator, it is
“probably” the only choice to augment the state vector with the streamflow (Evensen, 2003). By
doing so, the nonlinear measurement operator would be reduced to a linear matrix; otherwise,
one would have to linearize the measurement operator. Pauwels and De Lannoy (2009)
attempted to linearize the nonlinear discharge-watershed storage relationship (observation
operator) in a ‘brutal’ way. Linearization was undertaken within both a simple time series model
and a conceptual model HBV, and the results indicated that to obtain a better assimilation result,
direct linearization should be bypassed.
Streamflow assimilation is different from other state variables because it involves the issue of
routing. When runoff is assimilated into a hydrological model at a given time step, not only does
the state of the watershed at a given location (e.g., outlet) need to be updated and propagated
forward, but also the state at a number of different locations at multiple previous time steps
(Pauwels and De Lannoy, 2006). This is especially the case in large and distributed hydrological
models. Many authors actually choose not to get into the details of complicated channel
networks in order to reduce the complexity of the DA implementation (Weerts and El Serafy,
2006; Clark et al., 2008).
Despite the unique challenges faced by the assimilation of these observations, they share some
common issues in their implementation, most notably in the quantification of observation errors
and the determination of observation operators to connect them with the model output
(Andreadis and Lettenmaier 2006). It is also worth pointing out that the assimilation of one
variable does not necessarily improve the estimation of the other variables. Trudel (2014)
reported that assimilation of the streamflow at the outlet of a watershed would distort the
estimate of soil moisture. The combination of multiple observation variables seems to be
superior to single-variable assimilation (Xie et al., 2008; Trudel et al., 2014).
The early 21st century saw the development of various global and regional land assimilation
systems (Cosgrove et al., 2003; Rodell et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2004; Kumar et al., 2008).
These systems enable the incorporation of multi-source observations, multi-models and multiassimilation schemes in creating optimal land surface state outputs. Due to possible water and
energy balance issues, a major concern in land assimilation systems is that if they should be
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coupled to the atmospheric models (Walker et al., 2003). Betts (2003) compared the water
budget of ECMWF 40-year reanalysis and NASA DAO fvGCM with the hydrological balance
of the VIC model and the radiative fluxes with the basin averages derived from ISCCP. They
found that the runoff from both atmospheric models was significantly underestimated compared
to the VIC runoff simulation, which is consistent with the observed streamflow. Large errors are
also observed for radiation fluxes and surface temperature between the ECMWF 40, fvGCM
and ISCCP data. Pan (2006) suggested a constrained EnKF to maintain the benefit of DA
without violating the water balance principle. Boulet (2000) and Bøgh (2004) used a simple
water and energy balance model that allows the direct application of remote-sensing data.
2.2.2 DA methods
DA methods can be divided into different categories based on different standards (Rakovec et
al., 2015). According to the dimension they focus on, these approaches can be classified as
objective analysis methods and time-dependent methods (Wang and Kou 2009).
2.2.2.1. Objective analysis

Objective analysis aims to minimize the error between the observation field and background
field (usually the output of the numerical models) by ‘fusing’ the new observations into the
background with spatial dimensions. Typical objective analysis methods include successive
correction (Cressman, 1959; Barnes, 1964), optimal correction (Gandin, 1963; Lorenc, 1981),
statistical bias correction (Piani et al., 2010), Newtonian nudging (Houser et al., 1998; Paniconi
et al., 2003), variational methods (Reichle et al., 2001; Seo et al., 2003; Seo et al., 2009; Navon,
2009), etc. Detailed descriptions about the theory and development of the above methods can be
found in the literature (Navon, 2009).
Since objective analysis methods mostly take ‘snapshots’ of the background at a given time
(McLaughlin, 1995), the temporal dimension is usually not well incorporated with the spatial
dimensions. Even though some of them do consider the temporal dimension, such as 4D VAR
and Newton nudging, time-variant objective methods are most simply viewed as a dynamic
extension of the time-invariant version of the objective methods (McLaughlin, 2002).
Among the various objective analysis methods, the successive correction and nudging methods
fail to consider errors in the observations, while 3D VAR and 4D VAR ignore the uncertainties
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in the models. Objective analysis methods usually involve huge computations (Clark et al.,
2008). Houser et al. (2005) suggested that the adjoints should be calculated as the model is
developed, but this is by no means an easy task for distributed hydrological models.
2.2.2.2. Time dependent methods

Time-dependent methods use a probabilistic framework and estimate the system state
sequentially by propagating information forward in time (Bertino et al., 2003). The strength of
the time-dependent methods is in time-series analysis. Time-dependent methods work on a fixed
but moving time window, and only the most recent observations that fall into this window are
incorporated into the final estimation results. Typical time-dependent methods that are
frequently used in hydrological DA include the linear Kalman filter (Kalman 1960) and its
variants, such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Puente and Bras, 1987), the Ensemble
Kalman filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 1994), the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) (Wan and Van Der
Merwe, 2000), the Particle Filter (Pham, 2001; Moradkhani et al., 2005a; Weerts and El Serafy,
2006), and the H-infinity filter (Moradkhani et al., 2005a; Wang and Cai, 2008; Lüet al., 2010),
among others. There are also some alternative approaches to solving specific issues in
hydrological DA, most notably in the application of a genetic algorithm (GA) in the estimation
of pixel-based soil hydraulic parameters for hydroclimatic modeling (Ines and Mohanty 2008)
and evolutionary-based assimilation in streamflow simulations in ungauged watersheds
(Dumedah and Coulibaly 2012). The spatial variation in the relationship between the
background field and observation field is of less concern in time-dependent methods.
Meanwhile, time-dependent methods are capable of handling more uncertainties (Moradkhani,
2008) and are less complex to implement compared to some objective analysis methods that
require an inverse or a joint model (Bertino et al., 2003).
Time-dependent methods can be well explained with the Wiener-Kolmogorov estimation theory
(Wiener, 1949; Kolmogorov et al., 1941). Suppose

is the original signal and ̂ is the

estimated signal; the estimation error is then defined as:
̂

=
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(2-1)

Where α is the delay of the estimation. In other words, the error is the difference between the
estimated signal and the true signal shifted by α. Depending on the value of α, the estimation
problem can be described as shown in Figure 2-1, i.e.:
i) if α>0 , the estimation is a prediction problem (error is reduced when ̂ is similar to a
later value of s(t));
ii) if α=0 , the estimation is a filtering problem (error is reduced when ̂ is similar
to s(t)) ;
iii) if α<0 , the estimation is a smoothing problem (error is reduced when ̂ is similar to
an earlier value of s(t)).
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Figure 2-1 Types of estimation problem: i) prediction; ii) filtering; iii) smoothing

In a broad sense, both smoothing and filtering are time-dependent DA methods, and both
combine the advantages of measurements and model outputs. In a narrower sense, only filtering
problems count as time-dependent DA methods, as DA only deals with ‘real-time’
measurements instead of historical ones. In the case that the information in the time series is
only propagated forward without any backward loop or window, the time-dependent methods
are also termed “sequential” methods. The prediction problems are often used as the validation
of the smoothing and filtering problems. The traditional batch calibration of hydrological
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models can be categorized as a smoothing problem (McLaughlin, 2002). Filtering technologies
usually play an important role to improve the prediction after the calibration; hence, they are
widely used in the real-time modules of operational models (Divac et al., 2009; McMillan et al.,
2013).
2.2.2.3 Applicability of DA methods to hydrological models

Many approaches have been applied in hydrological DA (Houser et al., 2005, Walker and
Houser, 2005). The most commonly used methods include the variational method, particle
filters and Kalman filters. Although traditionally dominant in numerical weather forecasts,
variational methods have not been widely used in hydrological DA. Variational methods such as
3D VAR assume that forecast error statistics are isotropic and largely homogeneous with little
variation over time (Houtekamer and Mitchell, 1998). Consideration of the time dimension
would overwhelmingly increase the computational burden. It is also complicated to develop an
adjoint model for distributed hydrological models (Clark et al., 2008). Successful cases using
variational methods in hydrological DA are mostly based on simpler lumped models (Seo et al.,
2009, Seo et al., 2003, Abaza et al., 2014b). Abaza et al. (2014b) compared the classic
variational method with EnKF, and they found that the latter is more stable in streamflow
assimilation.
Particle filters are also widely used in hydrology DA (Weerts and El Serafy, 2006, Pham, 2001,
Moradkhani et al., 2005a). One of the major advantages of particle filters is that the system does
not need to be Gaussian (Liu et al., 2012b). Particle filters are also better at handling model
nonlinearities compared to other sequential methods (Moradkhani et al., 2005a). The fact that
particle filters use full prior density means that this method is more computationally intensive
(Weerts and El Serafy, 2006). The operational applications of particle filters in distributed
hydrological models are also limited due to the setup of the particle numbers (Liu et al., 2012b).
Despite the development of DA methods in ‘interpolation’, ‘smoothing’ or ‘filtering’, not many
of them are actually extensively validated in ‘forecast’ mode, not to mention in operational
hydrological forecasts (Liu et al., 2012b). One of the problems that hydrological DA faces is the
short ‘efficient period’. The updating of model structures and storages generally has a major
impact only on forecasts with shorter lead times (El Serafy and Mynett, 2004, Knight and
Shamseldin, 2006). A possible reason for this is that DA deals with uncertainties from different
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data sources in a statistical way, rather than in a physical or mechanical way (McLaughlin,
2002). It somehow ‘detours’ the imperfect model structure and parameters in hydrologic models
by adding more weight to the model uncertainties, thereby emphasizing observations in the final
results.
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) is an initial problem that is very sensitive to state
variation. Hydrological modeling, on the other hand, is a process problem that relies on model
structures and parameters. For this reason, DA might not work as well in hydrology as in NWP.
However, because of the ‘conceptual’ nature of most hydrological models, DA does have the
potential to improve model forecasts, either by updating the initial condition or modifying the
model parameters.
A potential development direction of hydrological DA is the combination of objective analysis
methods and sequential methods. 4D VAR expands the strength of 3D VAR by considering the
temporal evolution of variables within a fixed time window. However, depending on the
model’s structure, it could be expensive to calculate the gradients of the cost function (Bin and
Ying, 2005). Methods that combine the merits of both objective analysis and sequential methods,
such as 4D VAR and EnKF, are generally regarded as the most promising DA approach in
Numerical Weather Prediction (Lorenc, 2003, Kalnay et al., 2007). However, as far as the
authors are aware, such a DA method still does not exist in operational hydrological simulation
and forecasting.

2.3 EKF and EnKF
The linear Kalman filter is a classic sequential method. Together with its multiple nonlinear
variants such as EKF and EnKF, the Kalman filters have become a very promising method
cluster used in hydrological DA.
2.3.1 Linear Kalman Filter
A Kalman filter is an optimal estimator that recursively couples the most recent measurements
into the linear model to update the model’s state output (Kalman, 1960). Under the assumption
that the linear system is a stochastic process with Gaussian noises, the Kalman filter produces
the best estimation with a minimum mean square error.
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The Kalman filter works on a stochastic system in the form of state space equations (Hamilton,
1994):
=

(2-2)

=

(2-3)

Equation (2-2) is the model function that propagates state x from step k to step k+1. xk is the a
posteriori state vector and xk+1 is the a priori state. Mk is the model function (also known as the
dynamic function or dynamic operator). Bk is a linear matrix to convert the dimension of
residual vector uk to state vector xk. uk is the ‘forcing’ term of the model in the form of linear
residuals. ŋk is the model estimation error (covariance matrix=

). Sometimes, in order to

simplify a problem, uk is regarded as part of Mk and its estimation error is included in ŋk, and in
this case Bk=0.
Equation (2-3) is an observation function that relates the state vector xk to the observation
with observation error ɛk (covariance matrix=

，

). To guarantee the linearity of the system, the

observation operator Hk should also be linear. Normally, the number of observation variables is
limited, while state variable combinations could be infinite. It is likely that the observation
vector dimension (degree of freedom) is much smaller than that of the state vector.
A typical implementation of the Kalman filter is described below (Drécourt, 2003). At time step
0, set up the initial estimation error covariance matrix

of the initial state

. The model

propagation without an explicit form of uk is given by:
=

(2-4)

=

(2-5)

The superscript ‘a’ represents the a posteriori estimation, and the superscript ‘f’ means the a
priori estimation.
The state is then updated by:
=
where

(2-6)

is the innovation and the Kalman gain
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is calculated with:

=

(2-7)

The estimation error is finally updated by:
=

(2-8)

With the updated estimation error, the filter can restart from equation (2-4) and (2-5) to begin
another loop.
Equation (2-6) shows that the updated state is a linear combination of the observation and the
model estimate (Drécourt, 2003). The gain will change between 0 and H-1 depending on the
uncertainty comparison between the model outputs and the observations. For example, if the
dynamic model is 100% accurate (which is unrealistic), then the new observation would not be
considered at all in the updated state, as the gain is 0, and vice versa.
The linear Kalman filter tends to be more commonly used in stochastic models (Bolzern et al.
1980; Bergman and Delleur 1985; Szöllősi-Nagy and Mekis 1988) and channel routing
problems (Huang, 1999), which are easier to linearize (Wu et al., 2008; Fan, 1991; Georgakakos
and Bras, 1982; Sun et al., 2013). However, there are a few successful cases where the linear
Kalman filter was applied in complex rainfall runoff models. Liu et al. (2011) and Lee and
Singh (1999) coupled a Tank model with a linear Kalman filter to estimate the model’s
parameter and outflow respectively. Kim et al. (2005) applied the Kalman filter in a one
dimension physically based distributed CDRMV3 model with the storage of whole watershed as
state and outlet discharge as measurement, while a discharge-storage (Q-S) curve was used as
the observation equation, in addition to a Monte Carlo ensemble being used as the dynamic
equation. The drawback of such an operation is that it could be difficult to find the linear
relationship between discharge and storage, even at a local scale.
2.3.2 Nonlinear Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is only applicable in a linear system where both the model function Mk and
the observation function Hk are linear. In the case of a nonlinear system (Drécourt, 2003):
=

(2-9)

=

(2-10)
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Where

is the model function and

is the observation function, the linear Kalman filter is

not applicable even if only one of them is nonlinear.
A hydrological system is a highly complicated nonlinear system with a large degree of freedom.
In cases like stochastic black-box stream flow prediction models, a linear Kalman filter might
apply. However, it is not feasible to count on a linear Kalman filter in the DA of
distributed/semi-distributed hydrological models.
To cope with nonlinear problems, many different versions of modified Kalman filters have been
developed (Shamir et al., 2010; Muluye, 2011; Dumedah and Coulibaly, 2012; de Rosnay, et al,
2013; Chen, et al., 2013; Gharamti and Hoteit, 2014; Rakovec et al., 2015). A large proportion
of these new methods is based on EKF and EnKF.
2.3.2.1 EKF

2.3.2.1.1 Theory of EKF
A prerequisite to applying EKF is that the nonlinear system should be continuously derivable.
Under this condition, a Taylor extension is applied at the estimated point. It is therefore possible
to obtain the converted linear dynamic matrix by expanding the nonlinear functions at the
estimated point. Apply this to both model function and observation function to get equation (211) and equation (2-12) (Walker and Houser, 2005):
̇ =

(2-11)

̇ =
The linearized ̇ and

(2-12)

̇ are then used in the calculation of error covariance propagation; all

subsequent steps are the same as in the linear Kalman filter (Lewis et al., 2008). The EKF may
be applied for the latest observation as many times as needed to reduce the linearization errors.
However, such recursive operations do not guarantee a better estimation than a one-time EKF,
and the computational burden is significantly increased (Puente and Bras, 1987).
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In many cases, nonlinear systems do not have explicit analytical solutions, and the derivatives
can only be calculated numerically. As the state is a vector with multiple variables, the
linearized matrix can be expressed as a Jacobian matrix of the partial differential functions.
EKF keeps the first order of the Taylor expansion, while it ignores the higher-order terms.
Theoretically, a high-order EKF that keeps more than the first-order terms is more precise, as
more information is kept (Tanizaki, 1996, Simon, 2006); however, it is still biased because
higher-orders terms are still ignored (Tanizaki, 1996). In reality, there are few cases supporting
the superiority of higher-order EKF over first-order EKF (Sadeghi and Moshiri, 2007; Ermolaev
and Volynsky, 2014). This is especially true when the analytical solutions of the system are
unavailable, because the simultaneous numerical solution of the Jacobian and Hessian matrixes
may introduce more errors (Roth and Gustafsson, 2011; Vittaldev et al., 2012).
2.3.2.1.2 Application of EKF
EKF has been widely used in operational soil moisture analysis by various weather agencies
(Hess, 2001; de Rosnay et al., 2013; Fairbairn et al., 2014). De Rosnay et al. (2013) described
the operational implementation of simplified EKF (SEKF) (Draper et al., 2009; Mahfouf et al.
2009), in which EKF has been simplified by setting constant background errors in the ECMWF
land surface analysis system. SEKF linearizes the observation operator with finite differences
by adding individual perturbations to each element of the model state vector. Such a feature
significantly increases computational cost with the increase of dynamic model resolution. To
solve this problem, one should either modify the model structure or calculate the Jacobian
matrix in an off-line land surface model simulation (Mahfouf et al., 2009). The comparison
between SEKF and EnKF shows that SEKF provides performance similar to EnKF, but does not
surpass it (Fairbairn et al., 2014).
Ge (1984) applied EKF on a 3-layer Storage Excess runoff model. Depending on the existence
of precipitation and the fulfillment of each soil layer, they set ten different runoff generation
scenarios. To avoid defining a threshold function, each scenario was assigned a state space
function. By doing so, it was found that only two state space functions needed to be linearized.
A Taylor Extension was then used with these two functions analytically. The constants from the
truncation of the Taylor extension are treated as the linear-driven terms of the model function
and the linear residuals of the observation function. Neither is involved in the state error
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propagation explicitly, but they are integral components of the model and observation functions
and cannot be neglected.
Kitanidis and Bras (1980a) linearized the Sacramento model by using statistical linearization
and a ‘describing function’ technique. Instead of linearizing the nonlinear formulas directly, a
group of simple linear functions that produce similar outputs with the same inputs as the
nonlinear formulas is applied. The focus is thus shifted to the determination of the coefficients
of the linear functions using statistical methods. This scheme is subjective because the candidate
linear functions are not unique, depending on the selection of criteria or the evaluation functions
to assess the fitness of the linear functions. Another challenge for this scheme is that it assumes
that the inputs follow a constrained Gaussian distribution, and most importantly, that they
should fall into a very narrow range for the linear function replacement. The computational
burden of statistical linearization is also a big issue.
Instead of implementing analytical linearization, Walker and Houser (2001) numerically derived
the dynamic transition matrix in the propagation of the estimation error covariance. The state
vector contains three intermediate soil moisture parameters, and the forecast equations of state
were linearized with a first-order Taylor series extension. The remote-sensing surface soil
moisture is chosen as the observation, which is related to the state vector through a complex
nonlinear equation that is also linearized with a Taylor extension. The numerical solution
significantly increases computational cost, but not as much as statistical linearization (Kitanidis
and Bras, 1980b). Therefore, it is important to provide a state vector of a manageable size. The
problem with the numerical solution is in determining the perturbation of the independent
variables: small perturbations may lead to numerical problems, while large perturbations will
cause a much greater loss of accuracy, and could also risk hitting the nonlinear threshold
(Reichle et al., 2002b).
2.3.2.1.3 Assessment of EKF
The robustness issue of EKF has been well discussed in hydrological DA, and much of this
concerns the divergence problem (Ljung, 1979). The divergence of EKF can be caused by a
number of reasons (Fitzgerald, 1971). The first concerns the inappropriate estimation of model
and observation error covariance matrix, which will be discussed extensively in 2.4.2. Secondly,
divergence can also be caused by incorrect estimation of the initial estimation error P. Since the
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estimation of P at time k relies on P at time k-1, a large error in initial P could recursively
propagate until there is a divergence of the EKF (Tao et al., 2005). The third reason concerns
the truncation errors arising from the Taylor expansion: although first-order local linearization is
adequate to account for differential nonlinearity in some models (Reichle et al., 2002b), the
existence of such errors makes it harder for the model errors to meet the whiteness assumption.
The last issue is with the errors from the numerical calculation of the Jacobian matrix, as the
perturbation scale of the independent variables involves subjective trials.
Many efforts have been made to alleviate the divergence of EKF, and adaptive algorithms (Jwo
and Wang, 2007) are widely used to prevent the divergence caused by inappropriate error
quantifications. Ljung (1979) introduced an innovation model by adding a parameterized
Kalman gain term to the original EKF state space equations; he argued that the main reason for
the divergence was the lack of coupling between Kalman gain K and model parameters. Tao et
al. (2005) rescaled the error covariance matrix by multiplying them by a factor; once divergence
is detected, the Kalman gain is frozen until stability is restored.
Compared to other nonlinear methods, the implementation of EKF is direct and straightforward.
Due to its outstanding performance in practice, it is arguably the de facto standard method to
expand the Kalman filter to nonlinear systems (Rabier, 2003). However, it is not clear if EKF
can outperform other DA methods in nonlinear distributed hydrological models even though
strategies such as low rank singular evolutive extended Kalman filter (SEEK) (Pham et al., 1998)
can reduce the computational requirements of EKF.
2.3.2.2 EnKF

2.3.2.2.1 Theory of EnKF
The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) is a Monte Carlo approach for nonlinear filtering problems
(Evensen, 1994). There are two types of EnKF (Kalnay et al., 2007): perturbed observation
EnKF (Evensen 1994, Burgers et al. 1998) and square root EnKF (Anderson, 2001, Bishop et al.,
2001, Whitaker and Hamill, 2002). Perturbed observations cause additional sampling errors
(Kalnay et al., 2007), but this type of EnKF can handle nonlinearities better than square root
EnKF (Lawson and Hansen, 2004).
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EnKF is based on the approximation of the conditional probability densities of the state errors
covariance by a large finite number of randomly generated model trajectories. EnKF does not
need any derivation of the model operator or observation operator, as is performed in EKF.
Instead, it generates a set of realizations (the ensemble) and propagates them through the model
operator independently. Then, it derives the a priori state error covariance through statistical
analysis of the ensemble (Evensen, 1994).

Figure 2-2 Schematic of EnKF with perturbed observations (Moradkhani et al. 2005b)

The general idea of perturbed observation EnKF is demonstrated in Figure 2-2. In the forecast
step, the a priori state ensemble is created by adding random perturbations to the best estimate
of the initial state. Then, the a priori error covariance matrices are approximated from the state
and model output ensemble error matrices (Gillijns et al., 2006). In the analysis step, the state
ensemble are integrated forward in parallel, based on the original model. The observation is
perturbed by adding Gaussian noises of measurement errors (Burgers et al., 1998). Then, the a
posteriori error covariance matrix can be estimated from the ensemble error matrix of the a
posteriori states. Meanwhile, the Kalman gain is calculated from the forecast error covariance
matrices (Reichle et al., 2002b; Moradkhani et al., 2005b).
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2.3.2.2.2 Application of EnKF
Although the propagation of state error covariance does not require linearization of the model,
the parallel computation of the ensemble means that EnKF is an expensive method to use.
Nevertheless, EnKF is a widespread approach in hydrological DA.
Weerts and El Serafy (2006) compared EnKF with two particle filters for flood forecasting with
the conceptual rainfall-runoff model HBV-96, and found that EnKF outperformed both particle
filters. Dumedah and Coulibaly (2013) compared Evolutionary Data Assimilation (EDA) with
methods based on the integration of Pareto-optimality into both an EnKF and a PF (ParetoPF).
Rafieeinasab et al. (2014) compared EnKF with a maximum likelihood ensemble filter, which is
an ensemble extension of variational assimilation. It is argued that the former is less sensitive to
observation, model errors, and parameter uncertainties, and it performs reasonably well with a
smaller ensemble size. Borup et al. (2015) discussed the utilization of EnKF in the assimilation
of observations that are ‘out-of-range’, defining this method as ‘partial EnKF’, and the positive
results indicated that EnKF is versatile enough to take advantage of the imperfect but still
valuable observation information instead of simply discarding it.
Madsen et al. (2003) presented a procedure to assimilate observed water levels and fluxes in the
MIKE 11 Flood Forecasting system using EnKF. Borup (2014) demonstrated the application of
EnKF in assimilating water level and flow observations into distributed urban drainage models.
Liu et al. (2015) used EnKF to assimilate AMSR-E snow depth into a land surface model for
stream flow predictions.
Xie and Zhang (2010) implemented synthetic simulation experiments for the application of
EnKF with a SWAT model. Sensitivity analysis with regard to error specification, initial
realization, and ensemble size were also demonstrated in their thesis. The application of EnKF
in SWAT has also been extensively studied in other works (Han et al., 2012; Lei et al., 2014).
Clark et al. (2008) attempted to apply EnKF to assimilate streamflow observations into a
distributed hydrological model; however, the researchers found it unsuccessful due to the
inappropriate selection of state variables. Reichle et al. (2002a) assimilated remote-sensing soil
moisture into a land surface model with a very large state vector and a small ensemble number,
and argued that a large ensemble number is needed to obtain a robust error variance estimation.
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Shi et al. (2014) found that the EnKF assimilation of multivariate observations applies strong
constraints on parameter estimation in a physically-based land surface hydrological model.
Abaza et al. (2014a) introduced hyper-parameter perturbation factors by comparing the
hydrological ensemble prediction system (H-EPS) spread to its mean forecast error for the
perturbation of the system in EnKF. This research outlined the importance of input replicate
generation in the implementation of EnKF. Panzeri et al. (2015) described the implementation
of stochastic moment equations (MEs) based on EnKF in groundwater flow simulation, and the
researchers found it more efficient than the traditional EnKF.
2.3.2.2.3 Assessment of EnKF
Compared to EKF, EnKF is less likely to diverge because the Taylor expansion and Jacobian
matrix calculation are avoided. Meanwhile, EnKF accounts for more model errors, as there is no
truncation of higher-order terms as in the Taylor expansion (Reichle et al., 2002b). Considering
the computational burden of linearization, it is unrealistic to put all the representative variables
from the calculation unit of the distributed model into the state vector (Gillijns et al., 2006).
Therefore, it is difficult to consider both the horizontal correlations in the model and the
measurement errors in EKF. However, this is not an issue in EnKF (Reichle et al., 2002b).
Computational efficiency is likely the primary concern before one applies EnKF. A major
drawback of EnKF is that it assumes that the prior PDFs of the model states are Gaussian; hence,
the posterior states are only determined by the first two moments of the prior density (Weerts
and El Serafy, 2006). Theoretically, the larger the ensemble, the more accurate the estimation of
the mean and variance of prior density (Madsen et al., 2003; Rasmussen et al., 2015). It is
argued that the EnKF estimate would not converge to an optimum unless the ensemble size is
large, especially in the case of high-dimensional problems (Reichle et al., 2002a, Reichle et al.,
2002b, Crow and Wood, 2003). One of the preconditions to consider EnKF superior to EKF is
that the ensemble size should reach a certain number of members so that the major errors are
statistical noises, rather than a closure problem or unbounded error variance growth encountered
by EKF (Evensen, 1997). In reality, the parallel running of distributed hydrological models is a
huge challenge with regard to computational capacity. Although the determination of a
reasonable ensemble size is regarded as a case by case problem (Xie and Zhang, 2010), more
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efforts are expected in deriving efficient algorithms to trade off between ensemble size and
balanced forecast analyses, as well as representative error statistics (Mitchell et al., 2002).

2.4 Implementation of Kalman Filters
2.4.1 Filter element selection
An incomplete list of recent hydrological DA work has been made in order to summarize their
features, including the DA methods chosen, hydrological models, state, parameters (if any), and
observations (see Table 2-1). Depending on the assimilation purpose and the available
observations, the selection of state variables to assimilate can be very flexible. A state variable
can either be intermediate (e.g., soil moisture content, snow water equivalent) or prognostic
(e.g., runoff/discharge). Soil moisture is by far the most popular state variable because of its
crucial role in describing the model with state space equations. Nowadays, there are many
remote-sensing products that can provide temporally and spatially continuous soil moisture
observations (Moradkhani, 2008). On the other hand, streamflow forecasting is one of the
ultimate goals of hydrological modeling, and with the easy availability of streamflow
observations, these are also a widely used state variable.
Table 2-1 Literature summary of states and parameter(s) selection

Literature

Method

Model

State

Parameter(s)

Observations

soil moisture and
soil temperature

-

EnKF

(Reichle et
al. 2001)

L-band microwave radio
brightness

(Madsen et al.
2003)

EnKF

MIKE 11

water level and flux

-

water level and flux

(Moradkhani
et al. 2005b)

EnKF

HyMOD

water storage

Rq, Rs, α,
bexp, Cmax

stream flow

14 time
invariant
parameters

stream flow

-

discharge

(Reichle et al.
2002a)

(Vrugt et al.
2006)

EnKF

SAC-SMA

Six soil zone
reservoir variables,
three routing
variables

(Weerts and
El Serafy
2006)

EnKF,
Particle
filter

HBV96

soil moisture, snow
water, interception
storage, upper and
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lower zone, etc.

(Clark et al.
2008)

EnKF

Topnet

soil storage, aquifer
storage, surface
storage, stream
flow prediction

-

stream flow

CN2

stream flow, soil water
content,
evapotranspiration

(Xie and
Zhang 2010)

EnKF

SWAT

runoff, water
storage.
evapotranspiration,
etc.

(Dechant and
Moradkhani
2011)

EnKF,
Particle
filter

Snow 17,
SAC-SMA

snow water
equivalent (SWE)

All model
parameters

microwave radiance

(Chen et al.
2011)

EnKF

SWAT

soil moisture

-

surface soil moisture
surface temperature,
latent heat flux, soil
water content

(Cammalleri
and Ciraolo
2012)

EnKF

SVAT

soil moisture

All model
parameters

(Han et al.
2012)

EnKF

SWAT

soil moisture

-

surface soil moisture

(Trudel et al.
2014)

EnKF

CATHY

pressure head,
incoming and
outgoing discharge

-

stream flow

(Samuel et al.
2014)

EnKF

SAC-SMA

soil moisture
content, SWE, etc

10 time
variant
parameters

stream flow, soil
moisture

NWS

soil water content,
additional
impervious storage,
channel storage,
routing coefficient

-

stream flow

-

discharge, precipitation

(Kitanidis and
Bras 1980b)

EKF

(Puente and
Bras 1987)

EKF

Conceptual
lumped
model

water equivalent
mass in cloud, soil
water content,
channel reservoir
storage, etc.

(Francois et
al. 2003)

EKF

GRKAL

soil moisture

-

surface soil moisture

(Aubert et al.

EKF

GR4J

water level in soil
reservoir and water

-

soil moisture, stream
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2003)

(Kumar and
Kaleita 2003)

level in routing
reservoir

flow

EKF

LSM

soil temperature

-

near-surface soil
temperature

(Jonsdottir et
al. 2006)

EKF,
maximum
likelihood

A
stochastic
model
similar to
HBV and
NAM

temperature, snow,
upper and lower
water content

All model
parameters

discharge

(Lüet al.
2011)

EKF, PSO

1-D
Richards’
Equation

soil moisture
content

Ks,θr, θs,α,n

surface soil moisture

In most cases, the model parameters are assumed to be time-invariant once they are calibrated.
However, it is possible to treat some parameters as time-variant, and update them together with
the state variables (Samuel et al., 2014), even though this is still not as widespread as it should
be. The selection of the parameters is less flexible than that of the state variables because it
should coordinate with the state variable update. Besides that, the parameters selected should be
sensitive enough to reflect the update (Xie and Zhang, 2013). In the case of a model being
simple enough, it is possible to include all the parameters in an assimilation; however, this
would present a huge challenge for complex models. He et al. (2012) developed an Integrated
Sensitivity and Uncertainty analysis Framework (ISURF) to screen and identify sensitive model
parameters and assess the uncertainty structure of model parameters in EnKF.
2.4.2 Determination of errors
Another key issue in the implementation of the Kalman filter is the determination of model and
observation errors. The model errors are more difficult to describe as compared to observation
errors, because the latter can sometimes be predefined based on measurements, sampling
methods or empirical formulas (McMillan et al., 2010). Overestimation of model errors reduces
confidence in the model, and thus the filter would rely overly on observations; on the other hand,
underestimation of model errors exaggerates the accuracy of the model and also wastes the
information from the new observations (Kitanidis and Bras, 1980b). The improper selection of
model errors may lead to unacceptable results or a divergence of the Kalman filter. Puente and
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Bras (1987) argued that proper error quantification of the model is even more important than the
selection of DA methods.
Clark et al. (2008) quantified the errors in streamflow measurements as a fixed proportion of the
discharge observations, while the model errors were generated by perturbing the precipitation
forcing and model states (e.g., soil moisture and aquifer storage) with varying temporal
perturbations. However, the more general method to realize the time variant estimation of model
and observation errors is by employing adaptive filtering. If properly used, adaptive filtering can
partly mitigate the influence of the inaccurate (if not incorrect) setup of the initial model and
observation errors. Adaptive filters are divided into four categories: Bayesian, maximum
likelihood, correlation, and covariance matching (Mehra, 1972).
Bayesian methods aim to obtain recursive equations for the a posteriori probability density of
states and errors given the new observations are available. The Bayesian approach is considered
the theoretical basis for all other approaches (Sarkka and Nummenmaa 2009). Examples of
Bayesian approaches include state augmentation methods (Wan and Van Der Merwe, 2000) and
interacting multiple model methods (Rong Li and Bar-Shalom, 1994). To improve the
operational flood forecasting, Li et al. (2014) used a maximum a posteriori method constrained
by prior information drawn from flow-gauging data to estimate model and observation errors in
the EnKS assimilation of discharge.
The Sage-Husa method (Sage and Husa, 1969; Sage and Wakefield, 1972), which is generally
used in discrete linear systems, is a maximum posterior probability method that recursively
estimates the mean and covariance of the unknown system and observation noises. The SageHusa method is based on the assumption that the system is stationary and that therefore, the
model and observation error covariance will eventually converge to constants. In the case of
non-stationary systems, Duan et al. (2003) proposed rescaling the model errors with a newly
defined time-varying factor to avoid the possible divergence of the filter.
EKF and EnKF are both suboptimal filters, and this is mainly due to the representativeness of
errors (Reichle et al., 2002b; Mitchell et al., 2002). For suboptimal filters with non-white
innovations, Mehra (1970) suggested an auto-correlation function of the innovation process to
obtain asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimates of model and observation errors.
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However, this method requires the number of the unknown elements in the model error to be no
greater than the state vector size by observation vector size; in addition, the structure of the
model error should also be predefined. This method does not guarantee the uniqueness of the
estimated model error under the given conditions (Odelson et al., 2006). Thus, the
representativeness of the sample correlation function is questionable, and minimum covariance
may not be reached due to the possible correlation between the observations (Neethling and
Young, 1974).
The basic idea behind the covariance matching method is to make the residuals consistent with
their theoretical covariances (Mehra, 1972). This method is particularly popular in atmospheric
data assimilations (Dee, 1995). Reichle et al. (2008) modified the covariance matching approach
and used it in the surface soil moisture assimilation. In a nutshell, their modified method
assumes that the internal diagnostics of the assimilation system are consistent with the values
expected from the input parameters, and as a result, adaptiveness could be realized by adjusting
the ‘adaptive tuning factor’, which is the ratio of the true input error variances and their initial
values. Like most other covariance matching methods (Mehra, 1970), this method works better
for the identification of observation errors than for model errors. It is also believed that
covariance matching techniques give biased estimates of the true covariances (Odelson et al.,
2006).
In general, adaptive update methods work well in linear systems with Gaussian errors under
stationary conditions (Reichle et al., 2008). However, some of them exploit the ‘optimality’ of
the Kalman filter, especially in the assumption of whiteness in the innovation sequences
(Kitanidis and Bras, 1980b). In the case of non-stationary systems or non-white errors,
computation becomes extremely tedious and complicated. Crow and Reichle (2008) compared
four adaptive filtering schemes in land data assimilation and subsequently found that they all
had the problem of low convergence. It has also been argued that the current self-adjustment or
adaptive methods are feasible only when system dimensionality is reduced (McLaughlin, 2002).
To seek an economical DA approach that requires a minimum assumption to describe the
unknown model and observational error characteristics, Vrugt et al. (2005) and Crow and
Yilmaz (2014) used the Auto-Tuned Land Data Assimilation System (ATLAS) for the
integration of two remote-sensing soil moisture products into a water balance model. They
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combined four separate adaptive filtering solutions (Triple Collocation, Innovation, Merged,
and Red Modeling Error) to estimate the observation and model errors. The application of
ATLAS on a simple forecast model leads to improved surface soil moisture analysis, although
its power with more complex models is yet to be investigated (Crow and Yilmaz, 2014).
2.4.3 Parameter estimation
Due to current limits in the knowledge of hydrological processes, it is impossible to
predetermine all the parameters in hydrological models. The most common practice first
involves the initialization of the parameters, which are then adjusted with batch calibration until
certain criteria are met. Once determined, the calibrated parameters are assumed to be consistent
in future simulations and are rarely updated again.
The Kalman filter is designed to update the state of a system for a better initialization of the
forecast. However, it is not easy to find the state vector with a significant representativeness to
update the overall estimation. Moreover, a pure state update neglects the propagation of the
uncertainties in model parameters (Lüet al., 2011). Thus, in order to simultaneously update the
model parameters with the state, it is desirable to account for both the uncertainties in
parameters as well as the state estimation (Liu and Gupta, 2007). There are three main schemes
to estimate the model parameters: state augmentation, dual state-parameter estimation, and
hybrid solutions.
2.4.3.1 State augmentation

State augmentation is realized by adding the parameters to the original state vector; thereafter,
both the original dynamic model and observation model are modified (Hendricks Franssen and
Kinzelbach, 2008). It is rare that the relationship between state variables and model parameters
are linear, and therefore, the linear Kalman filter is normally inapplicable when the state vector
is augmented. In the case of augmented EnKF, Hendricks Franssen and Kinzelbach (2008)
argued that the state and parameters can be jointly updated with either an iterative or noniterative approach. In the case of EKF, one can normally implement the Taylor expansion and
Jacobian matrix methods as usual. However, it is worth pointing out that the parameters are
usually independent from the prognostic state variables, which means that the corresponding
derivatives in the Jacobian matrix are zeros. On the other hand, the prognostic state variables are
not independent of the parameters.
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Based on Equation (2-9) and Equation (2-10), supposing
that contains both the original state vector

is the augmented new ‘state vector’

and parameters

, the augmentation process can

be demonstrated as follows (Gharamti and Hoteit, 2014; Wang and Wang, 1985):
=[

]= ̃

]=[

̃

(2-13)

Where ̃ is the new model operator and ̃ is the new model error, assuming the parameters
are constants, the new model error can be expressed as:
̃ =[

0

]

0 ̃

(2-14)

]

(2-15)

where
̃ =[

where

is the original model error covariance and 0 is zero matrix.

Meanwhile, the observation operator is also transformed to:
̃ =
where

(2-16)

is the original observation function.

Equations (2-14) and (2-15) are based on the assumption that the parameters are constants. In
the case of varying parameters, the following equations should be used (Wang et al., 2009):
̃ =[

where

is the parameter error. Assuming

]

is independent from

̃ =[

where

0 ̃

]

is the covariance matrix of the parameter errors.
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(2-17)

, then

(2-18)

Augmentation of parameters could lead to more complex numerical solutions to the Jacobian
matrix. When numerical techniques such as forward, backward or central Euler schemes are
utilized (Chang and Latif, 2009), EKF might be very sensitive to the chosen step size of the
parameters. EKF is also sensitive to truncation errors and round-off errors of the parameters,
which therefore makes it more difficult to choose the optimal step size (Gharamti and Hoteit,
2014). Although EnKF is more capable of handling state vectors with a large degree of freedom,
the increase in the degree of freedom caused by parameter augmentation, together with the
spurious long-range correlations between state variables and parameters, may contribute to false
parameter estimation and offset the benefits of parameter updates (Reichle and Koster, 2003;
Xie and Zhang, 2013). Reichle and Koster (2003) applied localization (Keppenne and Rienecker,
2002) to constrain the correlations of the state vector elements. Xie and Zhang (2013)
introduced a partitioned parameter update scheme. This new scheme is believed superior to the
regular state augmentation (Xie and Zhang, 2013; Rakovec et al., 2015). Two major drawbacks
arise in this method: first, the repeated running of the model not only significantly increases
computational demand, but may also result in the accumulation of errors; and second, it has
been found that the update order of the parameter segments may influence the assimilation
results (Xie and Zhang, 2013).
2.4.3.2 Dual state-parameter filter

The dual state-parameter filter method dates back to the development of the Mutually
Interactive State-Parameter (MISP) method (Todini, 1978). In this method, two Kalman Filters
are run simultaneously: one for the state update and one for the model parameter update. For
each time step, the two filters are run alternatively once a new observation is available: the
update of state benefits from the update of the parameters through the update of the model
function, and the update of the parameters benefits from the update of state from the update of
the innovation (Bergman and Delleur, 1985; Wang and Wang 1985).
The equations of a dual state-parameter EKF with a nonlinear model function and a nonlinear
observation function are provided, based on the following assumptions (Haykin et al., 2001):
First, the parameters and parameter-estimate errors are propagated:
=
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(2-19)

=
where

(2-20)

is the a priori parameter estimate,

is the a posteriori parameter estimate,

is the a priori estimate error of the parameters,
parameters, and

0

is the a posteriori estimate error of the

is a ‘forgetting factor’ (Haykin et al., 2001, Zhong and Brown, 2009).

Then, after running the state filter:
=

(2-21)
̇

=

̇
̇

=

(2-22)

̇

̇
̇

=

(2-25)

is the a priori estimate error of state,

state, and

(2-24)

̇

=
where

(2-23)

is the Kalman gain for the state.

is the a posteriori estimate error of
̇ and ̇ are the linearized model and

observation functions calculated with Equation (2-11) and Equation (2-12). The rest of the
variables have the same meanings as in Equation (2-4) to Equation (2-8). A major difference
between the dual state-parameter filters and the state-only filter is that the model function in the
former is updated with the parameters.
Define:
̇

=
=

̇

=

̇

(2-26)

=

̇

(2-27)

The parameters can be updated:
=

(2-28)
=

(2-29)
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The application of the dual state-parameter method is less common compared to state
augmentation. Moradkhani et al. (2005b) described the application of dual state-parameter
filters in EnKF, and in that case, the Kalman gain of the state is calculated with the crosscovariance of the state ensemble and prediction ensemble, instead of using Equation (2-23). The
Kalman gain of the parameters is calculated through the cross-covariance of the parameter
ensemble and prediction ensemble instead of using Equation (2-28) (Moradkhani, 2005b).
2.4.3.3 Hybrid solutions

The last category of the parameter update is named ‘hybrid solutions’, because it involves a
third-party scheme in addition to Kalman filters. Lüet al. (2011) coupled EKF with the optimal
parameter estimation, which is realized with a particle swarm optimization to obtain the dual
state-parameter estimation of root zone soil moisture within the Richards equation. This
coupling was found to improve the simulation results. Vrugt et al. (2005, 2006) presented the
Simultaneous Optimization and Data Assimilation (SODA) method, which uses EnKF to
recursively update model states conditioned on an assumed parameter set within the inner loop,
while additionally estimating time-invariant values in an outer global optimization loop using
the shuffled complex evolution metropolis stochastic-ensemble optimization approach. It is
proved that SODA not only improves the estimates of model parameters and state variables, but
also creates reliable model prediction uncertainty bounds and a time series of state and output
innovation.
2.4.4 Routing problem
EKF and EnKF are designed to propagate forward, with the model’s forecasted state predictions
being updated at the same time observations are obtained (Crow and Ryu, 2009). In reality, the
gap between the continuous hydrological states and a discrete observation usually makes this
assumption hard to satisfy. For example, when an hourly rainfall-runoff model is used in DA,
the discrete discharge ‘observation’ at the watershed outlet is not only controlled by the
watershed water storage ‘state’ at the current hour, but also that of the last few hours
considering the lag time that the water within the watershed took to travel to the outlet (Pauwels
and De Lannoy, 2009). Neglecting the lag time may cause serious consequences if a distributed
model is used in a large watershed and the underground water flow is taken into account. This is
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an issue that all sequential methods face when they are used in hydrological DA. However, it is
discussed here in the context of EnKF because of its extensive application in such problems.
Weerts and El Serafy (2006) avoided the routing problem by shifting the state forward for a
period, during which time most of the rainfall leaves the watershed to reach the outlet. In other
words, the future observation is ‘borrowed’ to be used in the current assimilation. As simple as
this is, this method neglects the baseflow component in the channel; also, the determination of
the ‘shift time’ could be subjective depending on the size of the watershed, as it is obviously
different from the time of concentration. Pauwels and De Lannoy (2006, 2009) suggested a
‘retrospective’ EnKF in which the current state vector is augmented with a few past states. The
number of augmented historical states is determined by the time of concentration. Assuming
that the assimilation of each time step provides the initial condition for the next step, the EnKF
is reapplied forward from the start of the concentration through the current time step.
Unfortunately, Pauwels and De Lannoy’s (2009) results do not seem solid enough to support the
efficiency of such methods, due to the accumulation of model errors after each retrospective run.
Meanwhile, in order to improve the initial condition, McMillan et al. (2013) suggested a
recursive EnKF that iteratively updates past and present model states with lags up to the
concentration time of the catchment, hence the streamflow forecast. This method is more stable
compared to EnKF, although the computational cost could be an issue if the model is
complicated and the watershed is large. The Ensemble Kalman Smoother (EnKS) uses the
EnKF analysis as a first estimate, and propagates the updating backward in time, and the state
covariance matrix is extended to past time steps (Dunne and Entekhabi, 2005, Evensen and Van
Leeuwen 2000). Li et al. (2013, 2014) found EnKS superior to EnKF only when the soil
moisture was updated without routing storage being considered. EnKS is considered superior to
EnKF when they are verified in the hypothetical forecasting mode. Sakov et al. (2010)
introduced Asynchronous EnKF (AEnKF), which is roughly equivalent to 4D VAR without a
tangent linear or adjoint model, but does however require the forward integration of the model
(Rakovec et al., 2015). AEnKF is believed to be more suitable for large-scale systems compared
to EnKS because it does not require multiple ensemble updates. Rakovec et al. (2015)
demonstrated the application of AEnKF by augmenting the state vector with past forecast
observations, and argued that from operational aspects, AEnKF can be considered an effective
method for model state updating.
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It is worth pointing out that the prerequisite to use the above methods is that the routing scheme
used in the model is the unit hydrograph instead of the storage routing scheme (i.e., linear
reservoirs). The lag time is not an issue when the storage routing scheme is applied (Vrugt et al.,
2006, Moradkhani et al., 2005a).
To conclude, the existing schemes to deal with routing problem mostly involve: 1) augmenting
the state vector with historical observations; and 2) retrospective runs of EnKF. The second
method may slightly violate the concept of ‘filtering’ , but nevertheless it seems it has been well
accepted to cope with the routing issue.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions
The latest developments in Kalman-type hydrological DA are discussed in this chapter, and
major attention is paid to the implementation and assessment of EKF and EnKF.
EKF features direct linearization of a system by applying a Taylor expansion and solving the
Jacobian matrix. The robustness issue of EKF implementation is well discussed, and much of
this concerns the divergence problem. Many factors can cause divergence in EKF: the
incorrect determination of the model and observation error, improper initialization, truncation
error of the Taylor expansion, and numerical calculation errors of the Jacobian matrix, among
others. EnKF is a Monte Carlo method based on the Gaussian distribution assumption of the
ensemble. Despite many scholars regarding EnKF as a solution to the computation issues EKF
faces, the computational efficiency of EnKF itself is a primary concern. The determination of a
reasonable ensemble size is regarded as a case to case problem, although more efforts are
expected to balance the ensemble size and forecast accuracy, as well as error
representativeness.
It is critical to determine the model and observation error in a Kalman filter. Adaptive filtering
is one of the possible solutions to this issue. Four categories of adaptive filter are summarized:
Bayesian, maximum likelihood, correlation, and covariance matching. Despite adaptive filters
having already been applied to stationary linear systems with Gaussian errors, their
applicability with regard to non-stationary systems or systems with non-white errors is still
questioned. It is also believed that adaptive methods only work well when the model
dimensions are significantly reduced.
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Joint assimilation of state and parameters has been adopted in many hydrological DA studies.
There are three major schemes to realize this: state augmentation, dual filter and hybrid methods.
In the foreseeable future, it is unlikely that the joint estimation of state and parameters would
completely replace batch calibration. Nevertheless, such an operation may help to extend the
‘efficient period’, during which the forecast can still benefit from the previous assimilation,
considering that the short influence period is one of the obstacles that limits the application of
Kalman filter DA in operational hydrological forecasting (Muluye, 2011; Agboma and Lye,
2014; Grassi and de Magistris, 2014).

2.6 Challenges
Despite achievements in Kalman-type hydrological DA, some challenges remain. These include,
but are not limited to:
1) The quantification of model and observation errors. Even though adaptive filters may
alleviate the influence of improper initial error quantifications, it is not clear as to what extent
they may help. Most of the current research still tends to quantify model and observation errors
using trial and error or empirical equations without further updates to adaptive filters.
2) The assimilation of model parameters through Kalman filters is still in its infancy. The
‘update’ of the parameters may contradict the hypothesis that the parameters are ‘calibrated’
constants, and there is a lack of specific comparison studies between batch calibration and
Kalman filter assimilation updating for the determination of parameters.
3) The application of Kalman hydrological DA in large-scale watersheds. The main difference
between large and small watersheds is the temporal mismatch of outlet streamflow observations
and the updates of watershed and channel water storage. The updates of watershed and channel
water storage may not be verified with the outlet streamflow observations right away,
considering the significant travel time for the water to reach the outlet in a large watershed.
4) The unknown true state. Most of the EnKF applications utilize synthetic simulation results to
represent the true state of the system (some even use them as quasi-observations) (Crow and
Wood, 2003). In the forecasts, both EKF and EnKF applications eventually compare their
assimilation results with the observations, of which the historical parts have already been
assimilated. This indicates that the observations are consciously or unconsciously presumed as
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identical to the true state and are free of errors (Ahsan and O'Connor, 1994). The identification
of the ‘true state’ is also a key issue to advance Kalman hydrological DA from the design and
experiment stages to the operational stage.
5) The handling of nonlinearity. EKF and EnKF are two of the most recognized nonlinear
variants of the linear Kalman filter, yet they are both suboptimal and far from perfect. Other
methods are needed to balance assimilation accuracy and computational cost as well as
implementation simplicity.
6) The coupling of DA with data-driven models (Solomatine and Ostfeld, 2008). The traditional
process-based rainfall runoff models place greater emphasis on model structure and parameters,
and this hinders the coupling of Kalman hydrological DA at least in two ways: in the failure to
create an interface to merge multiple source observations (e.g., remote-sensing products), and in
the models being less sensitive to the initial condition compared to input and parameters.
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Chapter 3 Streamflow Assimilation
In this chapter, EKF is coupled with a distributed process-based hydrological model – the Soil
and Water Assessment Tools (SWAT) model. The streamflow observations are assimilated into
SWAT to jointly update the state and parameters in order to improve streamflow simulation,
and the Jacobian matrix is calculated numerically in the linearization of the SWAT model. A
newly-developed ratio update strategy is used to circumvent the computational demands of EKF
in a distributed model. Twin experiments are conducted to test the power of EKF, and the
benefit of using EKF prior to issuing one- to seven-day streamflow forecasts was also assessed.
Supposing a perfect knowledge of the future climate, two different schemes were used to issue
the forecasts: EKF-subsequent open loop, and quasi-error updating.
This chapter is organized as follows:


Section 1 introduces the application of EKF in hydrological DA.



In Section 2, the development of the Senegal River SWAT model is introduced.



The EKF and SWAT coupling procedures are explained in Section 3.



The experiment setups are described in Section 4.



The DA results, including the streamflow forecast verifications, are analyzed in Section
5.



Lastly, the conclusions and recommendations are provided in Section 6.

3.1 Introduction
Data Assimilation (DA) has been widely used in the uncertainty analysis and state update of
hydrological models for more than two decades (Walker and Houser, 2005a; Houser et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2012c). DA reconciles the observations and the model outputs based on real-time
analysis of their errors. Although the availability of multi-source observation products boosted
hydrological DA, conventional, easy-to-get observations such as streamflow data can also be
assimilated into the models (Clark et al., 2008; Abaza et al., 2014a; Xie et al., 2014).
Despite the growing use of distributed models, hydrological simulation is primarily a temporal
problem, and hence sequential methods are largely preferred over objective analysis in
hydrological DA (Mclaughlin, 1995; Rafieeinasab et al., 2014). Sequential DA has been
successfully applied to both lumped models (Abaza et al., 2014b) and distributed models (Clark
et al., 2008; Salamon and Feyen, 2009; Trudel et al., 2014).
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EnKF has been the preferred sequential method in most nonlinear hydrological DA. It handles
large-size state vectors better than EKF, and also, no linearization of the model and observation
operators is required during assimilation. However, EnKF assumes that the ensemble sample
follows the same Gaussian distribution as the entire state space (Harlim and Hunt, 2007; Le
Gland et al., 2009), and this may cause degeneration in EnKF if the size of the state space is
much larger than the ensemble size (Papadakis et al., 2010), while increases in the ensemble
size involve more computational cost.
EKF linearizes nonlinear systems by using a Taylor expansion, and applies the linearized
functions in the propagation of the estimation error covariance. Due to robustness issues
(Evensen, 1994) and the complexity of linearization operations in hydrological models, most of
the trials with EKF hydrological DA were done with lower-dimensional lumped conceptual
models with simpler model structures (Francois et al., 2003; Shamir et al., 2010; Muluye, 2011).
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is a popular distributed conceptual hydrological
model (Arnold et al., 1998a). Xie and Zhang (2010) argued that the application of EnKF in the
SWAT model could provide acceptable model parameters and satisfactory state estimations;
Han et al. (2012) coupled EnKF with SWAT to assimilate the surface soil moisture to
compensate for precipitation errors; and Lei et al. (2014b) assimilated the soil moisture using
the Ensemble Kalman Smoother (EnKS). However, despite these achievements with regard to
EnKF or similar methods, EKF has never been used in DA with a SWAT model.

3.2 EKF and SWAT Model
3.2.1 The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
The Kalman Filter is an optimal estimator that recursively couples the most recent
measurements into the linear model in order to update the model states (Kalman, 1960). Under
the assumption that the linear system is a stochastic process with Gaussian noises, the Kalman
filter produces optimal estimation with a minimum mean-square error. The Kalman filter is only
applicable in linear systems where both the dynamic and observation functions are linear. EKF
was developed to deal with a nonlinear system, which can be represented by the state-space
functions:
=

(3-1)
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=
where

(3-2)

is the dynamic model function and H is the observation function. Equation (3-1)

propagates the state from step k-1 to step k,
at the last step, and

is the a posteriori state vector that was updated

which is normally not updated, and

is the model estimation error (covariance matrix=Q).

Equation (3-2) is the observation function that relates the state vector
with observation error

is the ‘forcing’ term

is the a priori state to be updated at current step.

to the observation

(covariance matrix=R).

A prerequisite to applying EKF is that the nonlinear system

is must be continuously

derivable. Under this condition, applying the Taylor extension at the estimated point a:
=

(3-3)

Truncating the second- and higher-order terms as well as the error residual

, Equation (3-

3) becomes:
=

(3-4)

=

(3-5)

or

now only contains the first-order term and the constants.
It is therefore possible to obtain the converted linear dynamic matrix by expanding the nonlinear
functions at the estimated point. Apply this to both model function and observation function to
get Equation (3-6) and Equation (3-7):
=

=
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(3-6)

(3-7)

As the state is a vector with multiple variables, the linearized matrix can be expressed as a
Jacobian matrix of partial differential functions as Equation (3-8):

(3-8)
It is difficult to obtain an analytical solution for Equation (3-8) in most cases, and a numerical
solution is often suggested.
The linearized model and observation functions are then used in the error covariance
propagation, and all the rest of the steps are the same as in the implementation of the regular
Kalman Filter, as follows.
In the first step of EKF, set up the initial estimation error covariance matrix
state

and the initial

. The state propagation model without an explicit form of uk is given by:
=

in which

(3-9)

is the linearized model function.

The estimation error is given by:
=

(3-10)

The superscript ‘a’ represents the a posteriori estimation, and superscript ‘f’ means the a priori
estimation.

is the model error covariance.

The state is then updated via:
=
where

=

(3-11)

is the innovation and the Kalman gain
=

is given by:
(3-12)
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where

is the linearized observation function and

is the observation error covariance.

Lastly, the estimation error is updated as:
=

(3-13)

With the updated estimation error, the filter can restart from Equations (3-9) and (3-10) to begin
another loop.
Equation (3-11) shows that the updated state is a linear combination of the observations and the
model estimation. The gain K changes between 0 and 1/

depending upon the uncertainties

comparison between the model outputs and the observations. K is positively correlated to P and
Q, and negatively correlated to R. The EKF may be applied at the latest observation iteratively
as many times as needed to reduce the linearization errors (Puente and Bras, 1987).
3.2.2 The SWAT model
The SWAT model is a distributed conceptual hydrological model based on the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) runoff generation theory (Srinivasan et al., 1998; Arnold et al.,
1998a; Jayakrishnan et al., 2005). The calculation unit of SWAT is the Hydrological Response
Unit (HRU), which features a unique combination of three watershed characteristics: soil type,
land use type, and slope.
The hydrology component of SWAT is based on the water balance equation (Arnold et al.,
1998a):
∑

=
where

(3-14)

(mm) is the soil water content of day t,

(mm) is the daily precipitation,
transpiration,

(mm) is the initial soil water content,

(mm) is the daily runoff,

(mm) is the daily percolation, and

(mm) is the daily evapo-

(mm) is the daily return flow.

The generated runoff consists of three parts: surface runoff, lateral runoff, and groundwater
runoff. The surface runoff volume is calculated with the SCS curve number equation:
=
=0

.
.

0.2
0.2
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(3-15)

where Q is the daily surface runoff (mm), R is the daily rainfall (mm) and S is the retention
parameter determined by curve number (CN) with the SCS equation (Saleh et al., 2009):
= 254

(3-16)

The curve number is a function of soil permeability, land use, and antecedent soil water
conditions. The curve number calculated on condition of average antecedent soil water is termed
CN2. The value of CN2 normally varies between 30 and 100, and the curve numbers from dry
antecedent soil water condition CN1 and moist antecedent soil water conditions CN3 are
calculated based on CN2. CN2 is regarded as one of the most sensitive parameters for
streamflow simulation in SWAT, and the calibration of CN2 is critical to the success of SWAT.
The newest SWAT version provides two methods to calculate the retention parameters: the
traditional antecedent soil moisture content-based method, and the accumulated plant ET-based
method. In this thesis, we use the traditional soil moisture content-based method in which S is
tuned according to the equation (Arnold et al., 1998a):
=

where

(3-17)

is the theoretical value calculated with CN1, and

is the fraction of field capacity,

which is a function of soil water content SW (mm) and field capacity water content FC (mm). w1
and w2 are shape parameters.
The actual daily curve number is then calculated with:
=

(3-18)

The lateral flow is calculated with Sloan’s kinetic storage model (Sloan and Moore, 1984), and
the groundwater flow is calculated from the variation of the shallow aquifer storage (Arnold et
al., 1998a):
=

(3-19)
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where Vsa (mm) is the shallow aquifer storage, Rc (mm) is the recharge from the soil profile,
revap (mm) is the root uptake from the shallow aquifer, rf (mm) is the return flow, percGW
(mm) is the percolation to the deep aquifer, and WUsa (mm) is the water use from the shallow
aquifer.
3.2.3 SWAT model setup
The SWAT model was applied to the upstream Senegal River watershed controlled by the Bakel
station (area=420,546 km2) (see Figure 3-1). The climate of this area is the Sahel (Sudan) type,
with distinct wet and dry seasons, and the annual precipitation is mostly concentrated in the wet
season (DIA, 2007).
The streamflow at Bakel Station is characterized by long dry spells with unpredictably large
seasonal floods. Once flooded, the downstream floodplain may suffer from inundation for
weeks to months (Fraval et al., 2002). The Manantali Dam on the Bafing tributary has reduced
the peak flood discharge since 1988, while the reduced peak flow has attracted more people to
the floodplain for flood-recession agriculture, and this increased the risk of hazardous floods in
the future (Sandholt et al., 2003; Dumas et al., 2010).
The southeastern part of the watershed provides the bulk of the runoff in the Senegal River, yet
it lacks a dense rain gauge station network. Given that streamflow observations are available at
three interior stations (Gourbassi, Manantali and Oualia) on the southern tributaries, these
stations are treated as point inputs to the SWAT model, and therefore their control areas, which
cover the southeast and the Manatali Dam, are subtracted from the watershed.
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Figure 3-1 Senegal Watershed above Bakel Station

The land-use data is from the USGS Global Land Cover Characterization (GLCC) database, and
the soil type data is from the FAO/UNESCO Digital Soil Map of the World. They can both be
downloaded from the third-party website www.waterbase.org. The meteorological data, such as
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and solar radiation, are obtained from the database
of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System
Reanalysis (CFSR). Considering the importance of the precipitation data in streamflow
simulations, and the well-known uncertainties in precipitation reanalysis products, we try to use
the ground precipitation observations as much as possible, even though rain gauge stations are
scarce and unevenly distributed. After a quality control check, only eight stations inside the
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watershed were chosen. These stations are clustered in the downstream area (see Figure 3-1). To
make up for the uneven distribution of the chosen rainfall stations, four additional southeast
stations that are outside, but close to, the watershed are added. For those sub-basins with no
ground rainfall stations, the precipitation data from the NCEP grid closest to the center-point of
the sub-basin are adopted. The hybrid precipitation network is then interpolated with the
Thiessen method to assign each sub-basin a representative area-weighted precipitation. These
representative precipitation values are then assigned to a ‘pseudo’ station located at the center
point of each sub-basin. These ‘pseudo’ stations are used as direct precipitation inputs to the
SWAT model.
Table 3-1 SWAT parameter calibration results (1990-1998)

Parameter

Unit

r__CN2.mgt
v__ALPHA_BF.gw
v__GW_DELAY.gw
v__GWQMN.gw
v__GW_REVAP.gw
r__SOL_AWC(1).sol
r__SOL_K(1).sol
r__SOL_BD(1).sol
r__RCHRG_DP.gw
r__SOL_Z(1).sol
v__REVAPMN.gw
v__ALPHA_BNK.rte

/
days
days
mm
/
/
mm/hr
g/cm3
/
mm
mm
/

Initial
Lower
Limit
-0.3
0
20
0
0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
0
0

Initial
Upper
Limit
0.3
1
450
500
0.2
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.2
1
100
1

Calibrated
Lower
Limit
-0.03
0.44
381.63
514.29
0.03
-0.02
0.16
0.94
0.13
0.31
7.34
0.47

Calibrated
Upper
Limit
0.04
0.81
532.98
670.91
0.07
0.29
0.36
1.32
0.23
0.56
49.31
0.82

Fitted
Value
0
0.62
457.3
592.6
0.05
0.14
0.26
1.13
0.18
0.44
28.32
0.65

Twelve variables are selected to be calibrated based on the results of the built-in sensitivity
analysis of ArcSWAT and other literature (White and Chaubey, 2005; Schuol and Abbaspour,
2006; Schuol et al., 2008; Arnold et al., 2012). The calibration benchmark is the daily
streamflow observations at the Bakel Station between 1990 and 1998. After doing a baseflow
separation of the streamflow observations, manual calibration was carried out to satisfy the
water balance of both the surface runoff and total water generation. Then, more delicate
calibrations were conducted with SWAT-CUP (Abbaspour, 2008). Manual calibration is
especially useful for larger estimation errors. The calibration results are shown in Table 3-1 and
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the sensitivity analyses are shown in Figure 3-2, in which the prefix ‘r’ means ‘relative’ and ‘v’
means ‘replace’; the suffix ‘.mgt’ means ‘management’, ’.gw’ means ‘groundwater’, ’.sol’
means ‘soil’, and ‘.rte’ means ‘channel parameters’. In Figure 3-1, smaller P-values or larger
absolute t-values indicate more sensitivity.
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Figure 3-2 Sensitivity analysis of the calibrated parameters
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3.3 EKF Coupling in SWAT
3.3.1 State selection and ratio update method
The EKF must be implemented on the basis of the state space equations, and it is common in
hydrological DA to select the water storage variables in the state vector (Clark et al., 2008;
Samuel et al., 2014). The SWAT model considers the runoff with three major components:
surface runoff, lateral runoff and groundwater runoff. The surface runoff and lateral runoff are
mainly controlled by the soil moisture content, and the groundwater runoff is controlled mainly
by the shallow and deep aquifer water storage. In this study, the initial values of the shallow and
deep aquifer water depths were found to be insensitive to the overall streamflow at the outlet,
and hence neither of them is included in the state vector. Some studies have used water content
variables such as channel water storage (Kitanidis and Bras, 1980b), snow water equivalent
(Dechant and Moradkhani, 2011), and atmospheric water mass (Puente and Bras, 1987) in the
streamflow assimilation. In this thesis, the atmospheric water mass was not considered, as this is
a variable that SWAT could not simulate; nor was the channel water storage considered, as the
reach storage correlations are too complicated in the river network. Therefore, soil moisture is
selected as the only water storage variable in the state vector.
The only available observation for this research is streamflow. Although it is straightforward to
build a nonlinear relationship between streamflow and watershed water content, the numerical
solution to the Jacobian matrix of the observation function would be difficult to obtain. To solve
this problem, we add the SWAT-simulated streamflow in the state vector, even though it is a
prognostic variable (Clark et al., 2008). This way we obtain a simple linear observation operator
with an element of 1 with regard to the streamflow observation, and zeros for the rest (Evensen,
1994).
In addition to state variable updates, it is possible to update the model parameters with DA
(Moradkhani et al., 2005a). In EKF the parameters can be added into the state vector but treated
as regular state variables in the calculations. Updating parameters could be more effective than
updating state variables due to their crucial roles in conceptual models. The SWAT model has
numerous parameters, among which CN2 is one of the most commonly tuned, as it controls the
surface runoff generation process (Santhi et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2009; Xie and Zhang, 2010).
To maintain the stability of the EKF and reduce the calculation burden, we only update CN2 in
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this thesis. Given the special form of the observation operator mentioned previously, the
augmented CN2 can be treated like another regular time-variant state variable, and no extra
modification to the filter is needed.
One of the issues in the implementation of EKF in distributed models is horizontal correlation
of the distributed variables. This issue can be avoided in EnKF by simply stacking all the
distributed variables in the state vector, but this brings heavy computational burdens in EKF. In
this work, only the watershed average value of a given parameter is included in the state vector.
The update at the HRU level is completed using a ‘correction ratio’, as:
=

where

is the

element of the a posteriori state vector and

(3-20)

is the

element of the

a priori state vector, both state vectors are at the watershed scale. Note that the simulated
streamflow is not a distributed variable and is therefore not directly updated using this method.
Although this method ignores the spatial correlation of the distributed variables, it dramatically
reduces the computational burden of EKF assimilation in distributed models.
Since both the numerical solution of the Jacobian matrix and the ratio method are purely
mathematical, there is a chance that the updated HRU scale state variables may violate their
physical thresholds. To avoid this, both the ratios and the updated HRU scale variables are
constrained within certain limits (Wang et al., 2009). The ratios are set to between 0.5 and 1.5;
the soil moistures are set to between 0 and 100 mm; and the CN2 should be between 30 and 100.
3.3.2 Numerical calculation of the Jacobian matrix
The Jacobian matrix is calculated numerically using Equation (3-21). In Equation (3-21), Q(k)
is the streamflow simulation, sol_sw(k) is the soil water content simulation, and CN2(k) is the
curve number. Notice that in each differential equation, the denominator is the perturbation of
the a posteriori estimate of the last time step, while the numerator is the change in the a prior
estimate of the current time step, although Walker and Houser (2005) argued that if the a
posteriori estimate is unknown, the denominators can be replaced by the perturbation of the a
priori estimate. Since all the elements are partial differential equations, each column should be
computed independently. As a prognostic variable, the change of the stream flow Q of the last
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time step would not influence the model simulation of the current time step. Hence, for the first
column, we always have:
= ,

=

= 0.

(3-21)
The perturbation scale is important to the calculation of the Jacobian matrix. Too small a
perturbation of the denominator may either be unable to cause any change in the numerator or
lead to divergence, whilst too large a perturbation may violate the local linearity assumption.
Using the trial and error method, both soil moisture and CN2 are perturbed by -11% of their
values.
Ideally, the perturbation scale should be time-variant. For example, a -11% change of the soil
moisture may be large enough to hit the nonlinear threshold when the antecedent moisture
condition (AMC) is average, while it might be too small to cause any change in the runoff
generation if the AMC is too dry or too saturated. Nevertheless, as an experimental project, it is
set to be a time-invariant value in this research for simplicity.
3.3.3 Determination of errors
The model errors have various sources such as input parameters, model structure, boundary and
initial conditions, etc. (Liu and Gupta, 2007). Underestimation or overestimation of the model
error may cause the assimilation results to overly rely on the observations or the model output
(Kitanidis and Bras, 1980b). Improper quantification of the system noise could lead to
unacceptable results or divergence of the Kalman filter (Puente and Bras, 1987). The
observation errors are usually caused by the measurement methods, equipment and operation
handling. For example, streamflow observation errors can be traced back to both the
measurements of the stages and the stage-discharge curve.
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In this thesis the trial and error method (Puente and Bras, 1987) is used to quantify the model
error covariance matrix Q. First, we assume that the true state of the calendar date within a oneyear period is equal to the average model outputs for the same calendar date in the previous few
years. Q is then calculated with the model error time series for each variable in the state vector,
where the model error is defined as the difference between the model output state and the true
state calculated with the model outputs between 1990 and 1999, as shown in Equation (3-22):
=
Where

̅

̅

(3-22)

is the state vector, ̅ is the true state vector calculated with the average model outputs

from 1990 to 1999 for the same calendar date as . Notice equation (3-22) does not apply to the
calculation of the error covariance between CN2 and other state variables as well as its own
variance, because CN2 is regarded as a constant in SWAT model. In this case the CN2 related
covariances and variance are set manually.
The previous two steps are only used to determine the initial scales of Q. In order to obtain an
optimal Q one has to adjust the orders of the elements of Q based on the predefined
performance criteria. In this thesis the optimal Q is obtained by observing the forecast
improvements in the EKF-subsequent open loop runs.
The observation error covariance matrix R is the stream flow variance simply because it is the
only variable in the observation vector. Although R can also be calculated via trial and error,
here we use an empirical method that assumes that the observation error is proportional to the
scale of the streamflow observation (Clark et al., 2008), hence:

where

=

(3-23)

is the observed streamflow, and

is an arbitrary scaling factor. In this study, we set

= 0. .
3.3.4 Implementation procedures
The flowchart of the implementation procedures of SWAT coupled with EKF is shown in
Figure 3-2. The Fortran version of SWAT 2009 is transferred into a Matlab environment. The
Matlab version of SWAT has two major advantages over the Fortran version: it is more
convenient to handle the modification of the state by saving all the variables in a temporary
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database, and the calculation of the Jacobian matrix is easier. As shown in Figure 3-3, the firstday simulation is used as the warm-up run. Starting from the second day, EKF is triggered as
long as there are observations. During EKF, we first run a regular ‘simulate’ to generate the a
priori estimate. The SWAT model is linearized in parallel with the generation of the
background field, and with the streamflow observation and the linearized SWAT, the
conventional Kalman filter is executed to obtain the a posteriori estimate of state. Then, the
watershed scale ratios are calculated to update the HRU scale states and parameters. An entire
loop is completed at this point, and another daily simulation of SWAT would start the next loop
and repeat this process over and over again.

Figure 3-3 The EKF coupled SWAT implementation flowchart
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3.4 Experiment Setup
3.4.1 Twin experiments
As a case study, the twin experiments were carried out from January 1 st, 1999 to December 30th,
1999. The year 1999 is chosen because of the exceptional precipitation in the wet season of this
year that caused severe flooding at the Bakel Station (Dia, 2007), and SWAT was found unable
to simulate the flooding despite that it generally performed well in the previous calibration
period.
To set up the twin experiments, we first run the SWAT model without EKF assimilation in
order to provide a reference ‘open loop’, and then rerun the model using the same setup as the
open loop but assimilate the observed daily streamflow with EKF. The behaviours of EKF are
analyzed by comparing the state and parameters in the second run with those from the open loop
run.
The twin experiments are different from the widely used synthetic experiments in EnKF
assimilations (Liu et al., 2012c). The assimilation run in EnKF synthetic experiments involves
artificial perturbations on the observations, model inputs and states in the ensemble simulations.
The true state is represented either by an unperturbed model realization (Crow and Ryu, 2009b)
or a random perturbed ensemble member (Kumar et al., 2009). By contrast, the assimilation run
in the EKF twin experiments is a single realization of SWAT without any perturbation. More
importantly, no ‘true’ state is predefined because it is never known from the operational
perspective unless the model and observation errors are perfectly quantified.
The Kalman Filter degenerates to a pure prediction problem if the observation time series and
‘true’ signals are identical (i.e., the true state is measurable). In such cases, the application of the
Kalman filter is redundant (Ahsan and Oconnor, 1994). The comparisons between the ‘open
loop’ results and the EKF assimilated results only reveal the behaviors or effectiveness of EKF,
which is the basis to evaluate its potentials in improving the forecast. Nevertheless, for design
purposes the EKF estimates may serve as the pseudo true state in the verification of the forecast,
based on the assumption that the model and observation errors are properly determined.
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3.4.2 Forecast verification
One of the ultimate goals of DA is to provide optimized initial conditions for the forecasts.
Technically, the a priori estimation of EKF could be regarded as a one-day-ahead forecast. It is
reasonable to verify whether the forecast with a longer lead time is improved or not after using
EKF. The influence of DA on the streamflow forecast depends on the specific model, catchment,
DA methodology, etc. (Komma et al., 2008; Randrianasolo et al., 2014).
It is worth pointing out that the ‘forecasts’ referred to in this study are ‘perfect forecasts’. They
are calculated based on the assumption that the model inputs (such as weather information) can
be predefined or perfectly known. Biased inputs would cause extra errors in the forecast;
however, this issue is not a focus of this thesis.
Here we tested forecasts with a lead time of one to seven days, and used two schemes to
evaluate the influence of the EKF on the streamflow forecast. The first scheme is called ‘EKFsubsequent Open Loop’ (EKFsOL). As the name indicates, this scheme runs open loop
simulations online for seven days after the EKF. Figure 3-4 demonstrates the algorithm for the
EKFsOL. Each color represents a calculation loop, and the arrow in each box shows the
computation flow direction: Day0 ~ Day6 are sequential, and after Day7 the computation will
return back to the EKF. Day0 is the sequential EKF DA series running on a daily basis without
lead time (although technically the a priori estimate can be regarded as a one-day forecast). The
EKF flow is paused after the current day EKF is completed, the model status is saved in a
temporary state database, the open loop SWAT is then triggered for the next seven days, and the
forecast result for each lead day is stored in column Day1 ~ Day7. At the end of the seventh-day
forecast, Day7, the model is switched back to the EKF flow by restoring the model back to the
temporary state database saved earlier. Repeating this process, we get the complete time series
of the forecast for each lead day.
Date

Day0

Day1

Day2

Day3

27/07/1999

EKF↘

28/07/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

29/07/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

30/07/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

31/07/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

01/08/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘
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Day4

Day5

OL↘

Day6

Day7

02/08/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

03/08/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↖

04/08/1999

EKF↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↘

OL↖

……

……

……

……

……

……

……

……

……

Figure 3-4 Demonstration of the EKFsOL forecast evaluation scheme

Besides the straightforward EKFsOL, the t days lead streamflow forecast results are also
estimated with a newly defined variable:
=

=

where iie is the day EKF is implemented,
forecast after day iie,
gain for day iie, and

2 ..

(3-24)

is the t days lead-time streamflow

is the open loop result,

is the streamflow Kalman

is the streamflow observation for day iie. Equation (3-24) is a

modified Kalman state update equation, with the major difference being that in Equation (3-24)
the observation and Kalman gain are fixed to the value of day iie because the future
observations and Kalman gains are unknown. Through such modifications, this new variable
takes full advantage of the information in the latest Kalman gain, observations and future model
outputs.
Equation (3-24) is regarded as a ‘quasi’ error update method. Like the regular error update
methods, it only uses model outputs and historical observations without interfering with the
model inputs and states. It is ‘quasi’ because in a standard error update scheme the errors (the
difference between the observations and the model output for the same day) are usually
estimated independently rather than relying on external parameters such as the Kalman gain in
Equation (3-24).
3.4.3 Performance criteria
Three statistical indicators are used to assess the streamflow forecast accuracy, as follows:
Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient:
=

∑

(3-25)

∑

Percent bias:
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= 00

∑

(3-26)

∑

Root mean square error (m3/s):
∑

=√

where N is the time series length (days),

(3-27)
(m3/s) is the true streamflow of the

(m3/s) is the mean of the true streamflow series, and
the

day,

(m3/s) is the forecast streamflow for

day.

3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 State and parameter updates
The results of the twin experiments are critical to assess the effectiveness of EKF. The
comparison between the EKF a posteriori streamflow estimate and the open loop simulation at
Bakel Station for 1999 is shown in Figure 3-5. The SWAT model constantly overestimates the
dry season streamflow from January to July, and significantly underestimates the wet season
flood from August to November. Table 3-2 summarizes the statistical indicators of the open
loop (OL) and EKF streamflow estimates for the full year and part of the wet season that covers
the majority of the flood hydrograph. Note that for pure comparison purposes,

in the

evaluation equations is replaced with the streamflow observations. The NSC for the open loop
estimate in the chosen wet period is only 0.1.
The assimilated streamflow is very similar to the observations. The grey dotted line in Figure 35 shows the value of the Kalman gain K for the streamflow. During the dry season K almost
equals 1.0, which means that the model output is only slightly taken into consideration by the
EKF DA. This should not be surprising given that the majority of the dry season streamflow is
baseflow from ground water runoff; the state vector only contains soil moisture content and
CN2, which are more critical to the surface and lateral runoff. For this reason, in the next few
sections we will only assess the streamflow forecasts for late July to late September.
The watershed soil moisture assimilation results are shown in Figure 3-6, and the watershed
precipitation is also displayed in Figure 3-6. Compared to streamflow, watershed soil moisture
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is very sensitive to precipitation. The precipitation hence has great potential in the validation of
the soil moisture estimate, considering the difficulties of directly measuring the watershed soil
moisture. Similar to the case with streamflow, the influence of the assimilation on the watershed
soil moisture is significant in the wet season but not in the dry season. This is likely because the
surface runoff occurrence threshold is never reached in the dry season, and therefore the
streamflow does not respond to changes in soil moisture content.
Correspondingly, the soil moisture will not be updated from the new information from
streamflow observations. For the wet season, EKF first moderately increases the soil moisture
during the rising flood period but then significantly reduces it in the recession period, despite
the fact that the streamflow increases throughout the whole flood period. Such a conflict is not
uncommon in multiple-variable hydrological DA (Samuel et al., 2014; Trudel et al., 2014).
Samuel et al. (2014) found that assimilating streamflow alone would distort the soil moisture
estimate, and vice versa. A possible solution for this issue is the combined assimilation of both
variables.

Figure 3-5 Bakel Station 1999 streamflow EKF assimilation results compared to observations (Obs) and Open
Loop (OL)
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Figure 3-6 Watershed average soil moisture (mm) EKF assimilation results compared to Open Loop (OL)

Figure 3-7 Watershed average soil CN2 and dailyCN assimilation results compared to Open Loop (OL)

Figure 3-7 displays the updates of CN2 and dailyCN, which is the curve number that is adjusted
with the soil moisture content based on CN2. The dailyCN is the curve number directly used in
the calculation of the retention parameters. In the open loop model, the model parameters are
presumed as constants in future simulations once they have been calibrated. In the case of the
SWAT model, unless CN2 is redefined in the crop operation files, it remains constant, and
dailyCN only varies with the soil moisture content. The validation of the traditional batch
calibration is based on the assumption that the hydrological system is a steady system without
abrupt changes. However, as shown in Figure 3-5, the calibrated model does not perform well
for exceptional or extreme flood simulations.
Again, the CN2 and dailyCN are also only updated in the wet season. Both of them steadily
decline from early June to early August. Note that in the same period the streamflow Kalman
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gain remains close to 1.0 and the soil moisture is slightly higher. There is then a sharp increase,
and further increases until early October. Then there is a slight drop to a steady but high level.
In the same period, the streamflow Kalman gain fluctuates dramatically and the soil moisture
sees a major reduction, as shown in Figure 3-6. The CN2 and dailyCN share a similar update
pattern, but the latter has a larger update magnitude, as it also reflects the update of the soil
moisture despite that there is an obvious spike in the increase of CN2. This spike sets the value
of CN2 to 111, but it immediately falls back to below 100. It is also noted that the reduced soil
moisture between early August and mid-October shrinks the difference between the CN2 and
dailyCN.
It is worth pointing out that the update patterns of CN2 and dailyCN vary with the
quantification of Q and R, although the details are not shown here. Furthermore, both of them
reach a steady level after the flood season. However, it is too ambitious to extrapolate the new
steady level as a long term ‘constant’, as the updated parameters are the result of a strict filtering
procedure without a long-range forecast capability.
Figure 3-8 displays the watershed soil moisture and CN2 update ratios from July 27 th to
September 30th, 1999. The change in the ratios correctly reflects the soil moisture and CN2
assimilation results analyzed earlier. As shown in Figure 3-8, it is obvious that the soil moisture
and CN2 have opposite update patterns.

Figure 3-8 The soil moisture update ratio (SW-ratio) and the CN2 update ratio (CN2-ratio)
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Table 3-2 Statistical indicators of Open Loop (OL) and EKF streamflow estimates

NSC
PBIAS
RMSE/mm

January 1-December 30
OL
EKF
0.77
0.99
16.59
4.34
484.99
121.35

July 27-September 30
OL
EKF
0.10
0.93
37.95
7.78
1078.75
298.16

Although we constrained the magnitude of the ratios to between 0.5 and 1.5, it seems these
boundaries have rarely been reached.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3-9 (a) Streamflow response to the antecedent soil moisture and CN2, and (b) soil moisture response to
the antecedent soil moisture and CN2.
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Since we presume that the model error and observation error are constant throughout the
simulation, the estimate error is updated mainly due to the propagation of the model function. In
this case, it is the linearized SWAT model in the form of a numerical Jacobian matrix with a
perturbation magnitude of -11%. The proper calculation of the Jacobian matrix depends on the
sensitivity of the state variables to the perturbations. Figure 3-9 (a) shows the streamflow
response to the perturbation of the antecedent soil moisture and CN2, and Figure 3-9 (b) shows
the soil moisture response to the perturbation of the antecedent soil moisture and CN2. Both are
only carried out from July 27 th to September 30th. In general, the streamflow shows a positive
feedback while the soil moisture shows negative feedback to the negative soil moisture (SW)
and CN2 perturbations. The opposite responses of streamflow and soil moisture may explain
why the streamflow is increased while the soil moisture is reduced in the flood recession period.
3.5.2 Forecast verification
Table 3-3 provides the statistical indicators for the open loop (OL), EKF (Day0) and EKFsOL
forecasts for the one- to seven-day leads for the period July 27th to September 30th. Figure 3-10
shows the EKFsOL forecasts for (a) one day, (b) two days, (c) three days, and (d) seven days.
The bars in Figure 3-10 represent the differences between the forecast and the true state, which
is replaced with the EKF assimilation results from the previous section. The indicators show
that the EKFsOL forecast carries on the benefit of EKF for up to 7 days. The forecast accuracy
decreases with the increase of the lead time. The average decrease rate for NSC is 0.03/day, and
the average increase rate for PBIAS and RMSE is 0.54/day and 24.36/day respectively.
As shown in Figure 3-10, a prominent feature of the EKFsOL forecasts is the dramatic
fluctuation. They frequently swing between the observations and the open loop simulation.
Despite occasionally surpassing the observations, the EKFsOL results fall mostly between the
observations and open loop simulation. The main difference between the different lead forecasts
is the ability to capture the peak flow at the end of August. While Day1 and Day2 moderately
improve the underestimation of the peak flow compared to open loop, Day7 worsens the
underestimation. In Figure 3-10 (a) it is also noted that EKFsOL performs better for the flood
events in the rising period than in the recession period, and similar features can also be observed
in the pure EKF assimilation results. Such a performance discrepancy among different flood
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phases was also observed by Komma et al. (2008). Although it is not clear what causes such a
discrepancy, a more accurate flood rise forecast is more valuable than a flood recession forecast.
Table 3-4 shows the statistical indicators for the quasi-error update forecasts for one- to sevenday leads. Figure 3-11 displays the quasi-error forecast for the lead of one day (a), two days (b),
three days (c) and seven days (d). Compared to EKFsOL, this method provides much better
indicators. However, with the increase in lead time, the NSC decreases at a rate of 0.06/day, the
PBIAS increases at 1.08/day, and the RMSE increases at 69.67 m3/s /day. These dramatic
deterioration rates indicate that this method is less robust compared to the EKFsOL forecast.
The effectiveness of the quasi-error update forecast largely depends on the Kalman gain of
streamflow, which partitions the forecast into future model outputs and historical observations.
If K equals 1.0, the forecast completely ignores the model output and shifts the historical
observations forward. The closer K approaches to 1.0, the more such a ‘shift forward’ can be
observed. The lower K values around the peak flow in the assimilation mode reduce the peak
flow and the surrounding high flows when they are shifted forward in the forecast mode. For
this reason, the quasi-error method shows better performance for the recession period than for
the rising period of the floods.
Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 compare the mean, interquartile range, spread and outliers of the
forecast errors for these two schemes. As shown in Figure 3-13, the quasi-error update scheme
has very good performance for shorter lead times; however, the errors spread faster than the
EKFsOL and have an obvious decreasing trend. It is reasonable to speculate that EKFsOL is
more stable and that with longer forecasts it may outperform the quasi-error update forecasts.
Table 3-3 Statistical indicators for OL and EKFsOL forecasts for one- to seven-day lead times

NSC
PBIAS
RMSE/mm

OL

DAY1

DAY2

DAY3

DAY4

DAY5

DAY6

DAY7

0.28
32.71
824.31

0.74
13.56
491.65

0.72
14.27
515.47

0.68
14.98
552.60

0.63
15.59
590.56

0.59
16.26
619.63

0.57
16.80
636.57

0.53
17.35
662.16

Table 3-4 Statistic indicators for quasi-error forecasts for one- to seven-day lead times

NSC
PBIAS

DAY1
0.98
0.57

DAY2
0.93
1.66

DAY3
0.85
2.97
66

DAY4
0.76
4.16

DAY5
0.70
5.35

DAY6
0.64
6.71

DAY7
0.58
8.15

RMSE/mm

143.04

264.56

380.91

67

471.66

535.55

585.41

630.71

Figure 3-10 The EKFsOL forecast for Day1 (a), Day2 (b), Day3 (c) and Day7 (d)
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Figure 3-11 The quasi-error forecasts for Day1 (a), Day2 (b), Day3 (c) and Day7 (d)
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Figure 3-12 Boxplot of the EKFsOL forecast errors for different lead times

Figure 3-13 Boxplot of the quasi-error update forecast errors for different lead times

3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The EKF was coupled with SWAT by assimilating the daily streamflow observations at the
outlet of a large-scale watershed. Twin experiments were adopted to assess the effectiveness of
EKF assimilation by evaluating the state and parameter updates, and more importantly, the
possible improvement in the streamflow forecasting. The forecasts are all ‘perfect forecasts’
based on the assumption of perfect knowledge of the meteorological forecast.
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The SWAT model is translated from Fortran to Matlab to allow temporary state matrix storage,
and the streamflow output of SWAT is included in the state vector to avoid linearization of the
observation equation. SWAT is treated as a ‘black-box model’ in the numerical solution of the
Jacobian matrix, in which each element is calculated with a partial differential equation.
In order to control the size of the state vector, only the watershed scale state variables are
assimilated directly. The HRU scale variables are then updated with the a posteriori/a priori
correction ratio of their watershed scale counterparts. This method balances the computational
burden and the update requirements of the distributed variables, despite the fact that their
horizontal correlations are neglected.
EKF has significantly updated both the soil moisture and CN2 in the wet season, but not in the
dry season. In the wet season the soil moisture first increases and then declines, while the CN2
first declines and then increases. Such opposition is also found between the streamflow response
and soil moisture response to the same perturbation on the antecedent soil moisture and CN2 in
the calculation of the Jacobian matrix for model linearization.
In a case study of a high flood forecast, the effectiveness of EKF is verified with both the
EKFsOL and quasi-error update forecast schemes for up to seven days. The quasi-error update
forecast generally outperforms EKFsOL, but has less robustness. The longer the lead time, the
less capable EKFsOL is of capturing the peak flow. EKFsOL performs better in the rising
period of the flood events than in the recession period, while the quasi-error forecast does the
opposite.
In conclusion, EKF is a promising assimilation method for DA with the SWAT model. This
thesis only assimilates the outlet streamflow due to limited observational resources, and in
future works it is desirable to include more observations such as watershed soil moisture. Due to
the opposite update patterns of the streamflow and soil moisture content, it would be interesting
to explore this problem with the water balance analysis. Further research is also expected to
focus on the quantification of the model and observation errors as well as evaluation of the state
vector with different parameters, etc.
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Chapter 4 Soil Moisture Assimilation
In this chapter, EKF is applied to assimilate real in situ surface soil moisture into the SWAT
model using the same coupling procedure as described in Chapter 3. It is anticipated that this
will improve the simulation and ‘perfect forecast’ (or forecast) of deeper-layer soil moisture and
streamflow. Soil moisture assimilation is compared to streamflow assimilation and the
combined assimilation of both soil moisture and streamflow. Considering the key role of the
surface soil moisture in the movement and redistribution of moisture in the full soil profile, both
the direct-insert method and open loop simulations are used as references in assessing EKF
performance for data assimilation. The selection of the state and observation vectors is
discussed in this chapter. This chapter also highlights the importance of quantification of the
model error, especially the error covariance between different state variables.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the assimilation of soil
moisture in hydrological models; Section 2 is a brief review of the methodology of EKF and the
SWAT model; Section 3 introduces the study area and data; Section 4 presents the EKF-SWAT
coupling scheme, the setting of assimilation scenarios and the error quantification strategy; the
results and discussion are provided in Section 5; and the conclusions are provided in Section 6.

4.1 Introduction
Data Assimilation (DA) is a method that tries to estimate the true state of a system by optimally
merging observations with dynamic model simulations based on analysis of their uncertainties.
Hydrological DA is particularly valuable nowadays with the availability of more observations of
the hydrological processes. Among these observations, surface soil moisture and streamflow are
two of the most frequently used in hydrological DA. The Kalman filter and its variants are
specific DA methods that have been widely accepted as efficient ways to improve the initial
condition and parameterization of rainfall-runoff (RR) models (Sun et al., 2015b).
Soil moisture is among the key variables that control the rainfall runoff process, and it has been
well studied in hydrological DA (Feddes et al., 1988; Houser et al., 1998; Vrugt et al., 2001;
Simunek et al., 2005; Arnold et al., 2012). The correct estimation of antecedent soil moisture
content is not only critical for streamflow simulation (Chen et al., 2014; Tayfur et al., 2014;
Wanders et al., 2014b), but also to the parameter identification for hydrological models (Shi et
al., 2014; Tran et al., 2014; Wanders et al., 2014a; Chen et al., 2015). It is logical to assimilate
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soil moisture because it is a continuous water storage state bridging the gap between the
hydrological model and state space equations.
Traditionally, soil moisture observations have been obtained with an in situ measurement
network (Parrens et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2014). Such networks should be dense enough to
estimate the watershed soil moisture; otherwise, the spatial interpolation error would have to be
considered (Chen et al., 2011; Al-Yaari et al., 2014). Nowadays, satellite remote-sensing can
provide continuous and economical spatial-temporal observation of soil moisture (Xu et al.,
2014). There exist many different types of remote-sensing soil moisture products. The majority
of them are surface or near-surface soil products (Moradkhani, 2008), and root-zone products
are only available occasionally (Wagner et al., 1999; Das et al., 2008). However, the subsurface
and root-zone soil moisture have a more significant impact on runoff generation (Brocca et al.,
2012; Han et al., 2012; Lei et al., 2014). The widespread application of remote-sensing soil
moisture estimates in operational hydrological simulations is thus far limited due to issues like
rescaling (Kaheil et al., 2008; Sahoo et al., 2013), error evaluation (Doubková et al., 2012;
Draper et al., 2013), retrieval algorithms (Verhoef and Bach, 2003; Vereecken et al., 2015), etc.
Houser et al. (1998) argued that in hydrological applications, remotely-sensed soil moisture
must be supplemented by in situ surface and root-zone observations. Therefore, in situ surface
soil moisture observations will be used in this study.
As opposed to soil moisture products, streamflow measurements are often more available, and
hence have been frequently used in hydrological DA (Clark et al., 2008; Abaza et al., 2014a;
Randrianasolo et al., 2014; Samuel et al., 2014; Trudel et al., 2014; Mazzoleni et al.,2015).
Streamflow is often treated as a diagnostic variable which is not updated directly within the
state vector (Liu et al., 2012), and augmenting the state vector with streamflow is seen by some
researchers as the only way to obtain a linear measurement operator (Evensen, 2003; Pauwels
and De Lannoy, 2009). Although many studies have involved assimilating distributed
streamflow observations within a watershed, their results are mixed (Clark et al., 2008; Trudel
et al., 2014; Mazzoleni et al., 2015).
In hydrological DA, the assimilation of one variable does not necessarily improve the estimation
of the other variables. Sun et al. (2015a) found that assimilating streamflow observations does
not simultaneously update the estimates of streamflow and soil moisture in the same way.
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Trudel (2014) reported that the assimilation of streamflow distorts estimates of soil moisture.
The combined assimilation of multiple observation variables is found to be superior to singlevariable assimilation (Crow and Van Loon, 2006; Trudel et al., 2014; Lopez et al., 2015).
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is one of the quintessential nonlinear Kalman filters. EKF
linearizes the model by using a Taylor expansion (Drécourt, 2003; Kumar and Kaleita, 2003; Lü
et al., 2011; de Rosnay et al., 2013). Given the difficulty in obtaining explicit solutions of the
derivatives of complex hydrological models, numerical methods are often preferred in the
calculation of the Jacobian matrix (Walker and Houser, 2001). As the linearization procedure is
the only difference between EKF and the linear Kalman filter, the implementation of EKF is
usually more straightforward than other types of nonlinear Kalman filter.
The synthetic twin experiment is probably the most widely used strategy in Kalman
hydrological DA to verify the effectiveness of assimilation (Crow and Wood, 2003; Lei et al.,
2014; Shi et al., 2014). In this method the model and observation errors are artificial (Crow and
Van Loon, 2006), and the artificial errors added to the inputs, parameters and model state may
deteriorate the model if they are biased (Ryu et al., 2009; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015). In
order to generalize the conclusions from synthetic twin experiments to real data assimilation, it
is vital to correctly quantify the model and observation errors (Moradkhani et al., 2005; Vrugt et
al., 2005; Liu and Gupta, 2007; Noh et al., 2014). Puente and Bras (1987) argued that correct
error quantification is even more important than the selection of the DA method itself. Due to
the challenges in addressing the structure, source, and types as well as magnitude of the model
and observation errors (Crow and Van Loon, 2006; Draper et al., 2011; Noh et al., 2014), so far
the application of soil moisture and streamflow assimilation in operational forecast settings has
been rare (Komma et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2011; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015).
In this study, in situ surface soil moisture and streamflow observations are assimilated into the
Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) with EKF. Similar to the work of Sun et al. (2015a),
a ratio method was suggested to update the states on the Hydrological Response Unit (HRU)
scale. A case study is carried out in the Little Washita River Experimental Watershed run by the
USDA ARS in southwestern Oklahoma (Elliott et al., 1993). Despite the availability of soil
moisture observations in the deeper subsurface layers, only the surface soil moisture is
assimilated, and different configurations of state and observation vectors are studied with
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numerical experiments. Instead of using synthetic experiments, this thesis assimilates real
streamflow and surface soil moisture observation data to generate and verify short-term
forecasts of streamflow and full-profile soil moisture. The sensitivity of EKF performance to
model error is also investigated.

4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 The Extended Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is an optimal estimator that recursively couples measurements into the linear
model with a minimum estimated error covariance (Kalman, 1960). To apply the Kalman filter,
transition models must be based on a well-defined linear system. This poses a huge challenge to
the application of Kalman filter in hydrological data assimilation, as most rainfall runoff models
are highly nonlinear. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is the direct heir of the conventional
linear Kalman filter, as it linearizes the nonlinear transition models while still following the
algorithm of the linear filter (Walker and Houser, 2005).
Consider a nonlinear system in the form of state-space functions:

where

=

(4-1)

=

(4-2)

is the model transition function and

is the observation transition function. Equation

(4-1) propagates the state from step k-1 to step k.
the a priori state.

is the a posteriori state vector and

is

is the forcing term, which is the input of the model in this study, and

is

the model error. Equation (4-2) is the observation function that relates the state vector
observation
Assuming

with observation error
and

.

are jointly Gaussian and independent, we have

Suppose the state vector

to the

=

=

= .

and

and the observation vector

=

, the model error covariance matrix can be defined as a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix:

=

=[

]
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(4-3)

The diagonal elements of this matrix represent the error variances of each member in the state
vector. The off-diagonal elements are the error covariance between different members of the
state vector.

degenerates into a diagonal matrix if the errors in state vector members are

independent from each other.
The observation error covariance matrix can be defined as another symmetric positive semidefinite matrix:

=

The quantification of
determination of

and

=[

]

(4-4)

is critical, yet there lacks a systemic scheme especially for the

. More discussion about this topic can be found in the relevant sections in

this thesis.
The implementation procedure of EKF can be found in section 3.2.1.
4.2.2 Adaptive EKF
In the case of optimal filtering, the model and observation error covariance can be updated
recursively with adaptive filtering based on the assumption that the innovation sequences are
white noises with a mean of zero (Mehra, 1970; Wood and Szöllösi-Nagy, 1978). However,
such an assumption is hard to meet in EKF due to the truncation of the higher-order errors in the
Taylor expansion. In this case, the model and observation errors follow a new Gaussian
distribution (Meng et al., 2000),

,

, in which

and

are the new

means of the model and observation errors. The adaptive EKF used here is a modified version
of the classic Bayes estimation algorithm (Sage and Husa, 1969; Meng et al., 2000).
In the modified adaptive EKF, the basic procedures are the same as for conventional EKF,
except that equation (3-9) is rewritten as:
=

(4-5)

The new innovation will be:
=

(4-6)
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and

and

are updated with the following equations:
=

(4-7)

=

(4-8)
=

(

)

=
In the above equations,

(4-10)

is an index-weighted coefficient defined as (He et al., 2011):
=

where

(4-9)

(4-11)

is the forgetting factor (Meng et al., 2000) with 0 <

.

4.2.3 The Soil and Water Assessment Tool model
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model is a distributed basin scale conceptual
hydrological/water quality model (Arnold et al., 1998; Srinivasan et al., 1998; Jayakrishnan et
al., 2005). The SWAT model is a highly comprehensive model to simulate hydrology,
chemicals, sediments, crop growing, agriculture management, etc. within a watershed. The
SWAT model has three major components: (1) Sub-basin, (2) Reservoir Routing, and (3)
Channel Routing (Spruill et al., 2000). The land area in a sub-basin is divided into hydrological
response units (HRUs) based a unique combination of soil type, land use type, and slope. The
sub-basin may also contain a tributary channel and a main channel. Users are allowed to prepare
input at the level of the watershed, sub-basin, or HRU as well as to add point sources. The
model calibration can also be implemented at any of these levels. For the channel routing,
SWAT provides two options: the variable storage method and the Muskingum method.
To drive a SWAT model, the following basic inputs are required: DEM, weather input
(precipitation, temperature, solar radiation, wind speed, humidity), soil map, and land-use map.
Streamflow observations are needed for the purposes of calibration and validation. All these
inputs can be processed with ArcSWAT, which is an ArcGIS-ArcView extension and graphical
user input interface for SWAT.
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The hydrology component of SWAT is based on the water balance equation (Arnold et al.,
1998):
∑

=
where

(4-12)

(mm) is the soil water content for day t,

(mm) is the daily precipitation,
transpiration,

(mm) is the initial soil water content,

(mm) is the daily runoff,

(mm) is the daily percolation, and

(mm) is the daily evapo-

(mm) is the daily return flow.

The generated runoff consists of three parts: surface runoff, lateral runoff, and groundwater
runoff. The surface runoff volume can be calculated with either the SCS curve number method
or the Green-Ampt method. In this study, the SCS curve number method is used:
=
=0

.

0.2
0.2

.

(4-13)

where Q (mm) is the daily surface runoff, R (mm) is the daily rainfall, and S is the retention
parameter determined by the curve number (CN) with the SCS equation (Saleh et al., 2009):
= 254

(4-14)

The curve number is a function of soil permeability, land use and antecedent soil water
conditions. The curve number calculated on a condition of average antecedent soil water
conditions is termed CN2, and the value of CN2 normally varies between 30 and 100. The curve
numbers from dry antecedent soil water condition CN1 and moist antecedent soil water
conditions CN3 are calculated based on CN2. CN2 is one of the most sensitive parameters for
streamflow simulation in SWAT.
The SWAT model presumes that percolation and lateral subsurface flow from a soil layer will
not happen unless the field capacity is exceeded. The lateral flow in each subsurface soil layer is
calculated with Sloan’s kinetic storage model (Sloan and Moore, 1984):
.

=
=

(4-15)

(4-16)
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where

(mm) is the lateral subsurface flow in a layer;

is the depth of the layer;

is an scaling factor;

(mm)

(mm) is the soil water exceeding the field capacity;

(mm) is the amount of water held in the soil layer at saturation;
water held in the soil layer at field capacity;
conductivity of the soil layer;

(mm) is the amount of

(mm/hour) is the saturated hydraulic

(m/m) is the average slope steepness, and

(m) is the slope

length for lateral subsurface flow.
The soil moisture in each subsurface layer is updated with:
=
where

(4-17)

(mm) is the amount of water stored in the soil layer on the current day;

(mm) is the percolation from soil layer; and

(mm) is the drainage tile flow in soil layer

on the current day.
The groundwater flow is calculated from the variation of the shallow aquifer storage (Arnold et
al., 1998):
=
where

(4-18)

(mm) is the shallow aquifer storage;

(mm) is the recharge from the soil profile;

(mm) is the root uptake from the shallow aquifer;
the percolation to the deep aquifer; and

is the return flow;

(mm) is

(mm) is the water use from the shallow aquifer.

The original SWAT model is written in Fortran format, but in this study SWAT 2009 is
translated into Matlab for the convenience of state storage in the calculation of the Jacobian
matrix.

4.3 Study Area and Data
The study area is the USDA ARS Little Washita River Experimental Watershed located in
southwestern Oklahoma (Figure 4-1). The elevation of the Little Washita watershed varies from
327 m to 486 m. The mean annual precipitation is 760 mm and the mean annual temperature is
16 degrees Celsius. A large volume of in situ measurement data is available for this 611 km2
watershed, dating back to 1936 (Allen and Naney, 1991; Elliott et al., 1993). Currently, the
Agricultural Research Service (ARS) monitors the environmental conditions of the Little
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Washita watershed with a 20-station network called the Little Washita Micronet
(http://ars.mesonet.org/).
The Little Washita watershed has been extensively studied in soil moisture estimation and
streamflow simulations (Jackson et al., 1995; Van Liew and Garbrecht, 2003; Cosh et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2012; Steiner et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2015). Van Liew and Garbrecht (2003) developed
a SWAT model within the Little Washita watershed and confirmed that SWAT is capable of
providing adequate simulations for hydrologic investigations there. Li et al. (2012) assimilated
the raw AMSR-E soil moisture retrievals with EnKF and found that such assimilation could
improve the root-zone soil moisture estimate.
The soil moisture data used in this study are from the Little Washita Micronet network between
February 1 and December 31, 2009. The soil water content is measured every 15 minutes at 20
stations at the depths of 5cm, 25cm and 40cm below the ground (black crossings in Figure 4-1),
although in this study we only use the daily average values (24-hr summary data).

Figure 4-1 The Little Washita Micronet network

The land-use data is from the USGS Global Land Cover Characterization (GLCC) database. The
summary of the land-use divisions is presented in Table 4-1. The soil type data are from the
FAO/UNESCO Digital Soil Map of the World. According to the FAO soil classification, there
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are only two major soil types found in this watershed: Duane soils (62.74%) and Lyons soils
(37.26%). There exist more detailed classifications of both land-use and soil type in this
watershed (Allen and Naney, 1991), but the GLCC and FAO data are chosen for the sake of
simplicity.
One of the challenges in assimilating in situ soil moisture data into the SWAT model is that the
soil water content measured at the sensor depths does not represent the soil water content in the
theoretical soil layers used in the model. In this study, this problem is solved by re-dividing the
soil profile. Assuming the soil water content measured at the depth of the sensor is the average
soil water content of a ‘virtual’ layer centered at the sensor depth, three virtual layers are added
to the soil profile: ST1 (0-100 mm) for the 50 mm sensor, ST2 (100 mm-400 mm) for the 250
mm sensor, and ST3 (400 mm-500 mm) for the 450 mm sensor (Figure 4-2). The Duane soil
(Figure 4-2, left) has three layers whose bottom depths are 106.1 mm, 965.0 mm and 1320.8
mm. Since the depth of the original first layer is very close to that of the virtual first layer, the
two are combined as one layer, and therefore the new profile would have five layers. The Lyons
soil (Figure 4-2, right) has three layers whose bottom depths are 228.6 mm, 914.4 mm and
1524.0 mm, and the new soil profile would have six layers, as shown in Figure 4-2. In Figure 42, the left column represents the Duane soil, and the right column represents the Lyons soil. The
green line indicates the bottom of the representative layer for the 50 mm sensor (ST1), the red
line indicates the bottom of the representative layer for the 250 mm sensor (ST2), and the blue
line indicates the bottom of the representative layer for the 400 mm sensor (ST3).
Most of the meteorological data to drive the SWAT model are from three Oklahoma Mesonet
stations (NINN, ACME, and APAC), which are located in the northeastern, southern, and
western areas of the watershed respectively. Given the importance of precipitation spatial
distribution in SWAT simulations, the precipitation data are provided by ten Little Washita
Micronet network stations inside the watershed, instead of the three Mesonet stations. The
SWAT model is calibrated with the daily streamflow observations at the site of USGS
07327550 (Little Washita River, east of Ninnekah) from January 1st, 2007 to December 31st,
2008 and verified with the observations from January 1st, 2009 to December 31st, 2009.
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Table 4-1 Land-use summary for the Little Washita watershed (GLCC)

Land-use

Description

%Wat.Area

SAVA

Savanna

37.65

FODB

Deciduous Broadleaf Forest

3.29

MIGS

Mixed Grassland/shrubland

56.61

SHRB

Shrubland

2.44

schematic sketch
Ground surface

Ground surface
ST1

106.1 mm

ST1

100.0 mm

ST2
400.0 mm

ST2
400.0 mm

ST3

500.0 mm

106.1
228.6 mm

ST3

500.0 mm

914.4
914.4 mm
965.0

965.0 mm

1320.8 mm

1320.8

1524.0 mm

DUANE

LYONS

50 mm sensor

250 mm sensor

450 mm sensor

Figure 4-2 Schematic sketch of soil layer re-divisions

4.4 Implementation of EKF
4.4.1 The ratio method
Since the Jacobian matrix is solved numerically by perturbing each element in the state vector,
the computational burden largely depends on the size of the state vector. On the other hand, it is
challenging to determine the spatial correlations between different HRU scale variables, and it is
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therefore not practical to include all state variables at the HRU scale in the state vector. Instead,
a ratio method that only updates the state variables at the watershed scale is applied (Sun et al.,
2015a). In this method, the update of the variable or parameter at the HRU scale is
accomplished using a ‘correction ratio’ defined as:
=

where

is the

(4-19)

element of the a posteriori state vector and

is the

element of the

a priori state vector. Once the watershed scale ratio is calculated, the a priori state variable at the
HRU scale will be updated by multiplying the same ratio.
4.4.2 State and observation vector setup
A state variable can either be intermediate, which serves as the‘go-between’ from input to
output but has no corresponding observations, or prognostic, which can be verified by
observations. In addition, it is possible to augment the state vector with the model parameters in
order to enhance the benefit of state updates (Gharamti and Hoteit, 2014).
In order to simplify the observation transition function, the state vector selection should also
consider the availability of observations. In this study, two types of observation are used: the
average daily surface soil moisture over the watershed, and the daily streamflow observations at
the watershed outlet. These are either assimilated individually or together into the SWAT model.
The estimates and forecasts of streamflow and deeper layer soil moisture will be examined to
verify whether any improvement has been brought by assimilating these observations.
As shown in Table 4-2, seven experiments were designed to select the state and observation
vectors. Experiments titled A to E are used to select the state vector x1with a fixed observation
vector y1 (surface soil moisture). Experiments F and G then use the selected state vectors (from
A to E) to compare other observation vectors (streamflow y2 and combined assimilation y3).
In Experiment A, only model-simulated streamflow and watershed average surface soil
moisture in ST1 is considered.
In Experiment B, the state vector consists of streamflow and the average soil moisture of three
layers: surface (ST1), subsurface (ST2) and deeper layer (ST3). For both soil types, ST1 refers
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to the soil moisture content in surface layer 1, with a thickness of 100 mm. ST2 refers to layer 2
for DUANE, but layer 2 plus layer 3 for LYONS. In both cases, it has a thickness of 300 mm.
ST3 refers to layer 3 for DUANE, but layer 4 plus layer 5 for LYONS, and in both cases, ST3
has a thickness of 100 mm.
Experiment C is an extension of Experiment A with two more variables added to the state vector:
the amount of surface runoff lag over one day (surf_bs, mm) and the amount of lateral flow lag
over one day (bss, mm). Since the SWAT simulation is done on a daily basis, the motivation for
adding these two variables is to examine the impact of lagging water on the estimates of
streamflow and soil moisture content. CN2 is arguably the most critical parameter in controlling
water redistribution between runoff and soil moisture, and it is also added in the state vector.
Experiment D and Experiment E are both extensions of Experiment B. The only difference
between Experiment D and Experiment E is that the former does not include CN2, while the
latter does. Notice that among all the candidate state variables and parameters, all but
streamflow are distributed, and therefore only their watershed average values are used.
Table 4-2 State vector design

Experiment

Streamflow

ST1

ST2

ST3

surf_bs

bss

CN2

A

x1

x1, y1

B

x1

x1, y1

x1

x1

C

x1

x1, y1

x1

x1

x1

D

x1

x1, y1

x1

x1

x1

x1

E

x1

x1, y1

x1

x1

x1

x1

F

x2, y2

x2

x2

x2

G

x3, y3

x3, y3

x3

x3

Note:
x1 - state vector of surface soil moisture assimilation
x2 - state vector of streamflow assimilation
x3 - state vector of combined surface soil moisture and streamflow assimilation
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x1

y1 - observation vector of surface soil moisture assimilation
y2 - observation vector of streamflow assimilation
y3 - observation vector of combined surface soil moisture and streamflow assimilation

4.4.3 Error quantification
The conventional synthetic twin experiments assume that the model and observation errors are
known, and hence they are only used to test the effectiveness of the DA method rather than their
applicability. In operational hydrological DA, however, error quantification, especially model
error quantification, is a big issue as there lacks a systematic solution. This is mainly due to the
difficulty in obtaining the source, property and magnitude of modeling errors in land data
assimilation (Crow and Van Loon, 2006). Therefore, the trial and error method is the general
rule in such studies.
However, the trial and error method has a few drawbacks. First, it is subjective. The success of
this method depends on the experience and skills of the modellers. In this study, the traversal
algorithm (Chang et al., 1977) is applied to first search for the optimal order of the errors, then
to quantify the errors more accurately. Second, it is a very expensive method. Assuming that
none of the errors’ variance or covariance is known in advance, each of them in the error
covariance matrix should be determined individually. Therefore, the computational cost
increases exponentially with increases in size of the state vector. This affirms the value of
controlling the state vector size in this study by using ratio method. Thirdly, the objective
function may converge to a local optimal point instead of the global optimal point. In order to
reduce the computational burden, it is necessary to manually set the upper and lower boundaries
for each element in the error covariance matrix. However, this risks leaving the global optimal
point out of the range that the trial and error method is working on. This problem can be solved
by combining more intensive computation with guidance from experts.
Based on the results of the initial trial and error method, it is found that the assimilation is more
sensitive to the error covariance between different state variables than to the error variances of
the same state variable. In other words, it is more effective to adjust the values of the nondiagonal elements than the diagonal elements of the model error covariance matrix.
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A study by Chen et al. (2011) showed that vertical soil water coupling is insufficiently
represented in the SWAT model and that this may influence the effectiveness of the assimilation
of surface soil moisture in improving deeper layer soil moisture estimation. This highlights the
value of error covariance determination of soil moisture content in different layers. Meanwhile,
the quantification of the error covariance between streamflow and soil moisture is also found to
be critical when their observations are assimilated to improve the model simulations of each
other (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015). Considering the computational burden, a major focus is
given to the quantification of these two groups of error covariance: streamflow and the soil
moisture content of each layer, and soil moisture between different layers. For the sake of
simplicity, the error covariance related to the intermediate state variable surf_bs, bss and the
model parameter CN2 are determined randomly within reasonable scopes.
The observation errors are assumed to be directly proportional to the magnitude of the
observations. They are calculated by multiplying the observations with a time-invariant factor.
Meanwhile, we assume that the streamflow observation errors are independent of the soil
moisture observation errors, and hence the error covariances between these two are zero in the
observation error covariance matrix.
4.4.4 Assessment
In simulation scenarios, assessment of DA effectiveness depends on the selection of the
observation variables to be assimilated. For example, when the surface soil moisture is chosen
to be assimilated, the model simulations of the soil moisture of two deeper layers and the
streamflow on the same day can be assessed, but not the new surface moisture results, as it is
not a SWAT simulation but rather the result of the ‘artificial’ configuration of EKF. For the
same reason, when the streamflow is assimilated, the soil moisture of all three layers on the
same day can be assessed, but not the streamflow result itself. In forecast scenarios, it is
desirable that the forecast be improved through the assimilation of historical observations. The
short-term forecasts for the following seven days are evaluated in order to verify the benefit of
the assimilation. To issue the forecasts, SWAT will be assimilated with the observation
available at time t, then run in ‘open-loop’ (i.e., without further assimilation) for times t+1,
t+2, …, t+7. In this case, the forecast values of all variables in the state vector (including the
assimilated variable itself) can be used in the evaluation. Two statistic indicators, the Nash–
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Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) and the root mean square error (RMSE), are used in the evaluation
of model performance.
4.5 Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Soil assimilation only
In the first case, the surface soil moisture observations for the ST1 layer (0-100 mm, sensor
depth of 5 cm) from February 1 st to December 31st, 2009 are assimilated into SWAT with EKF
to improve the estimate of soil moisture content in the ST2 layer (100-400 mm deep, sensor
depth of 25 cm), ST3 layer (400-500 mm deep, sensor depth of 45 cm), and streamflow at the
watershed outlet. The model errors are assumed as time-invariant and quantified by trial and
error, and the observation error is assumed to be 10% of the observation itself. Table 4-3 and
Table 4-4 compare the results of EKF assimilation with those from the open-loop SWAT model
(no assimilation) and direct-insert method, in which the surface soil moisture estimate is
replaced by observation online instead of being assimilated with EKF. The results of EKF
Experiment B, as described in Table 4-2, are displayed in Figure 4-3~Figure 4-5. In these
figures, ‘obs’ represents ‘observation’, ‘OL’ represents ‘open-loop’, and ‘ins’ represents ‘directinsert’.
Based on NSC and RMSE, it is clear that the assimilation of surface soil moisture can
significantly improve the estimates of the soil moisture in deeper layers as well as the
streamflow at the watershed outlet. Without assimilation, SWAT severely overestimates both
soil moisture (see Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4) and streamflow (see Figure 4-5). Replacing the
model estimate of the surface soil moisture with the observation only marginally improves the
model estimate of soil moisture and streamflow compared to updating it with EKF.
Table 4-3 NSC of streamflow, ST2 and ST3 for different experiments

Streamflow
ST2
ST3

open_loop

direct_insert

-0.14
-7.26
-0.67

0.28
-6.70
-0.01

A
0.42
-4.71
0.37

B
0.41
-1.51
0.60

EKF
C
0.42
-4.90
0.36

Table 4-4 RMSE of streamflow, ST2 and ST3 for different experiments

open_loop

direct_insert
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EKF

D
0.36
-1.54
0.58

E
0.31
-1.02
0.50

streamflow
(m3/s)
ST2 (mm)
ST3 (mm)

2.54

2.02

A
1.81

34.12
5.52

32.94
4.30

28.45
3.38

B
1.82

C
1.80

D
1.90

E
1.97

18.87
2.69

28.93
3.40

18.98
2.76

16.93
3.02

Figure 4-3 Soil moisture content of ST2 layer estimated by surface soil moisture assimilation (EKF Experiment B)

Figure 4-4 Soil moisture content of ST3 layer estimated by surface soil moisture assimilation (EKF Experiment B)
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Figure 4-5 Streamflow estimated by surface soil moisture assimilation (EKF Experiment B)

Figure 4-6 The update of intermediate state variables and model parameter CN2 (EKF Experiment E)

It is found that Experiment B significantly outperforms Experiment A in improving the
estimates of soil moisture in ST2 and ST3. However, adding intermediate state variables and
model parameters to the state vector fails to improve the performance of either Experiment A or
Experiment B, and this is especially the case for Experiment C, in which ST2 and ST3 are
absent but the state vector is augmented with the lagged surface runoff (surf_bs) and lagged
lateral flow (bss) as well as the curve number CN2.
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All experiments have similar accuracy in streamflow estimates. The streamflow improvement is
mainly in the reduction of the overestimated peak flow, indicating the great potential of
updating soil moisture in improving the forecasting of a flood event.
The assimilation results of Experiment E (not shown here) are highly similar to those of
Experiment B despite the intermediate state variables and the curve number CN2 being
significantly updated in Experiment E (see Figure 4-6). The overall results of Experiment E are
not as good as those of Experiment B, and this is likely due to the correction of the
overestimates of soil moisture and streamflow in open-loop SWAT being overly enhanced by
the update of CN2. First, during the calibration of SWAT, CN2 plays a key role, as it is the most
sensitive parameter to the streamflow output of the model. Considering the small size of the
watershed, the streamflow at the outlet is very low at most times of year, and hence the model is
less sensitive to other parameters such as sol_k (saturated hydraulic conductivity), which
controls the movement of lateral flow. Second, the error covariance between the model
parameters and other state variables might not be determined properly. The error covariances
between model parameters and other state variables are more complex to quantify compared to
those between regular state variables, as the true values and properties of these parameters are
never known, and they have already been calibrated as time-invariant values.
4.5.2 Streamflow assimilation only
In the second case, the streamflow at the outlet is the only observation being assimilated. This
new experiment is termed Experiment F (see Table 4-2). Since it has been proved that the
augmented state vector does not necessarily produce better results, Experiment F has the same
state vector as Experiment B. The model error covariance matrix remains the same as in the first
case, and the observation error is also assumed to be 10% of the streamflow observation.
The soil moisture estimation results from the streamflow assimilation with EKF Experiment F
are shown in Figure 4-7~Figure 4-9. The statistical indicators NSC and RMSE are listed in
Table 4-5. Note that the direct-insert method is not applied in this case because replacing the
outlet streamflow would not influence the watershed soil moisture.
As shown in Figure 4-7~Figure 4-9, the update of soil moisture is limited when only the
streamflow is assimilated. This is especially true for the surface layer ST1, for which the RMSE
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is only reduced from 8.42m3/s to 7.87m3/s, and the deeper layer ST3, for which the RMSE is
only reduced from 5.52m3/s to 5.03m3/s. The update of the subsurface layer ST2 soil moisture is
more substantial, where the RMSE is reduced by almost 30% and the NSC is increased from 7.26 to -2.97. Figure 4-8 shows that the overestimation in the open-loop model has been
significantly corrected via the EKF assimilation, but such a correction seems very unstable (e.g.,
the abrupt changes in April and October). This is not surprising considering the complex
nonlinear relationship between streamflow and the soil moisture content in each layer,
especially those layers with thinner depths (ST1 and ST3) because they are more sensitive to the
perturbation of the streamflow in solving the Jacobian matrix. The more positive feedback of
the thicker subsurface layer to streamflow assimilation implies the potential to improve the
overall soil moisture estimate by better soil layer depth reconfiguration and more robust
numerical solutions to the Jacobian matrix.

Figure 4-7 Soil moisture content of ST1 layer estimated by streamflow assimilation (EKF Experiment F)
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Figure 4-8 Soil moisture content of ST2 layer estimated by streamflow assimilation (EKF Experiment F)

Figure 4-9 Soil moisture content of ST3 layer estimated by streamflow assimilation (EKF Experiment F)
Table 4-5

NSC
RMSE(mm)

NSC and RMSE for three soil layers (ST1, ST2, ST3) in streamflow assimilation

OL-ST1

OL-ST2

OL-ST3

EKF-ST1

EKF-ST2

EKF-ST3

-1.91
8.42

-7.26
34.12

-0.67
5.52

-1.54
7.87

-2.97
23.64

-0.39
5.03

4.5.3 Combined assimilation
In the third case, both the surface soil moisture and the outlet streamflow are jointly assimilated
with EKF. This experiment is termed Experiment G (see Table 4-2). For simplicity, Experiment
G also has the same state vector setting as Experiment B, and the model errors are the same as
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in the first two cases. For the observation error matrix, the diagonal elements are the variance of
the presumed observation error (10% of the surface soil moisture and streamflow), and the offdiagonal elements are zero, based on the assumption that the streamflow observation errors are
independent of the surface soil moisture observation errors.

Figure 4-10 Soil moisture content of ST2 layer estimated by combined assimilation (EKF Experiment G)

Figure 4-11 Soil moisture content of ST3 layer estimated by combined assimilation (EKF Experiment G)
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Figure 4-12 Soil moisture content of full profile estimated by combined assimilation (EKF Experiment G)

The assimilation results for the soil moisture in layers ST2 and ST3 and the full soil profile
(ST1+ST2+ST3) are displayed in Figure 4-10~Figure 4-12. Notice that the ‘full soil profile’
does not represent the whole root zone but just the portion from the ground surface to the
bottom of ST3, as shown in Figure 4-2. The NSC and RMSE are displayed inside the figures,
and the values in the brackets indicate the results of the open-loop model and direct-insert
method (applied to surface soil moisture observation only) respectively.
Compared to ST1 and ST3, the correct estimate of soil moisture in ST2 is particularly important,
as it is the main body of the full soil profile (300mm out of 500mm). As shown in Figure 4-10,
with combined assimilation, the NSC of ST2 soil moisture has been improved to 0.34 from 7.26 in the open-loop model and -6.70 using the direct-insert method, and the RMSE has been
reduced by 72% to 9.61mm from 34.12mm in open-loop. Despite the slightly distorted deeper
soil moisture estimate in ST3 (Figure 4-11), the combined assimilation improves the soil
moisture estimate of the full soil profile significantly, as shown in Figure 4-12. The NSC has
been improved to 0.63 from -4.45 in open-loop and the RMSE has been reduced to 12.34mm
from 47.44mm in open-loop. The purple line in Figure 4-12 shows the full soil profile estimate
of replacing the surface soil moisture with in situ observations. It is found that the improvement
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of total soil moisture estimate is only minimal with the direct-insert method. This highlights the
value of considering the vertical soil moisture interaction between different layers, which is
realized by quantifying the error covariance. Meanwhile, it proves that the improvement in the
soil moisture estimate of the full soil profile mostly contributes to improvement in the soil
moisture estimate in subsurface layer ST2. It is noted that the improvement in the soil moisture
estimate of the full soil profile is more significant than that of any single layer (excluding ST1,
which is the direct assimilation target layer). This probably results from the fact that EKF does
not update the soil moisture estimate in ST2 and ST3 with the same pattern. For example, in
April 2009, although the ST2 soil moisture is underestimated, the underestimation has been
offset by the overestimation of ST3 soil moisture in the same period, leading to a better estimate
of the overall soil moisture.
4.5.4 Forecast mode
In practice, modellers expect that updates of state from current DA will benefit forecasts in the
future. In this thesis, the one- to seven-day forecasts of full profile soil moisture and streamflow
issued with the state-updated SWAT model are examined. These forecasts are called ‘perfect
forecasts’ based on the assumption that the future climate input is perfectly known. For the case
of the open-loop model, the forecasts for all lead times are the same because they all have the
same, non-updated initial condition and climate input. However, in the case of EKF assimilation,
despite EKF not being involved in the forecast period, better forecasting is still expected from
the updated initial state before a forecast is issued.
The performance of the one- to seven-day forecasts of both soil moisture and streamflow are
shown in Figure 4-13 for NSC and Figure 4-14 for RMSE. These figures only show the results
of Experiment B for the three cases discussed above: Case 1 represents only the surface soil
moisture assimilation; Case 2 represents only the streamflow assimilation; and Case 3 represents
the combined assimilation. ‘sm’ means the full profile soil moisture, and ‘flow’ means
streamflow.
For the open-loop model, the sm NSC remains -4.45 and the sm RMSE remains 47.71 mm for
all forecast leads (not shown in the figure). As shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14, the soil
moisture forecasts have been improved for all cases, and the combined assimilation outperforms
the other two cases. The improvement wanes for all cases, however, with increases in the
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forecast lead. For example, in the case of combined assimilation, the one-day forecast NSC is
0.57 while the seven-day forecast NSC drops to only 0.23.
1.00
0.50

Day1
0.00

Day2

NSC

Case1_sm Case2_sm Case3_sm Case1_flowCase2_flowCase3_flow
-0.50

Day3
Day4

-1.00

Day5

Day6

-1.50

Day7
-2.00
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Figure 4-13 NSC for one- to seven-day lead forecasts (soil moisture and streamflow)

RMSE (mm-soil moisture, m3/s-streamflow)
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Figure 4-14 RMSE for one- to seven-day lead forecasts (soil moisture mm and streamflow m /s)
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For the open-loop model, the flow NSC remains -0.14 and the flow RMSE remains 2.53 m3 /s
for all forecast leads (not shown in the figure). Improved streamflow forecasts are noted for all
cases. Unlike in the sm forecast, it is hard to tell which case provides the best streamflow
forecast, but there is no sign of a wane in improvement with increases in forecast lead. In some
cases, longer lead times even result in slightly better forecasts.
4.5.5 Model error sensitivity
An example of the sensitivity analysis of the model error quantification is shown in Figure 4-15
and Figure 4-16. Figure 4-15 shows the joint influence of error covariance between streamflow
and soil moisture content in the ST2 layer, which is marked as cov (flow, ST2), and that
between streamflow and soil moisture in ST3, which is marked as cov (flow, ST3), on the
estimate of soil moisture in ST2 layer in Experiment G. The precondition of this analysis is that
all other error variance and covariance are predefined. As shown in Figure 4-15, with both cov
(flow, ST2) and cov (flow, ST3) varying between -0.01 and 0.01, NSC varies from -3.35 to 0.35
and RMSE varies from 9.59 mm to 24.85 mm. The accuracy of the ST2 soil moisture estimate
is strongly related to cov (flow, ST2), while only moderately related to cov (flow, ST3). In
general, lower cov (flow, ST2) and higher cov (flow, ST3) lead to a more accurate estimate of
ST2 layer soil moisture. Hence, in the study, cov (flow, ST2) is set as -0.01 and cov (flow, ST3)
is chosen as 0.006.
Figure 4-16 shows the joint influence of error covariance between streamflow and surface soil
moisture cov (flow, ST1) and that between streamflow and soil moisture in ST3 cov (flow, ST3)
on the estimate of soil moisture in ST3 layer in Experiment G. Specifically, cov (flow, ST2) is
set as -0.01. It is found that the estimate of the soil moisture in ST3 is not sensitive to cov (flow,
ST1), but sensitive to cov (flow, ST3). As cov (flow, ST3) changes from -0.01 to 0.01, NSC
first increases, then decreases, and RMSE first decreases, then increases. A local optimal point
(possibly the global optimal point) is found at (0.2, 0.3) where NSC=0.63 and RMSE=2.61 mm.
Meanwhile, within this interval, the worst NSC is merely -3.18 (compared to -0.67 in open-loop)
and the worst RMSE is as high as 8.70 mm (compared to 5.52 mm in open-loop). In other words,
the model simulations can be distorted instead of improved if the error covariance is not
quantified properly.
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The adaptive EFK theory is usually based on the assumption that the EKF is optimal or only
moderately sub-optimal, so that the model errors can be updated online with Bayesian theory
(Sage and Husa, 1969; Mehra, 1970). In other words, the model errors are time-variant. In this
study, a numerical experiment is carried out using the adaptive EKF method (Meng et al., 2000)
to update both the model and observation errors online. The initial errors are pre-determined
using the trial and error method. Unfortunately, it is found that the adaptive EKF actually
worsens the model performance instead of improving it. The major problem is that the error
could not converge (results not presented). This is likely due to the violation of the Gaussian
assumption of the model errors during the numerical solution to the Jacobian matrix in a highly
nonlinear system. Further study on the potentials of adaptive filtering in EKF is desired.
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Figure 4-15 The joint influence of cov (flow, ST2) and cov (flow, ST3) on the simulation of ST2 layer soil moisture
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Figure 4-16 The joint influence of cov (flow, ST1) and cov (flow, ST3) on the simulation of ST3 layer soil moisture
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4.6 Conclusions
In this study, EKF is applied in the assimilation of real-life surface soil moisture and watershed
outlet streamflow in a SWAT model in order to improve the estimates of subsurface and deeperlayer soil moisture as well as streamflow output. The ratio method is used to simplify the state
vector. EKF assimilations with different combinations of state variables and observation
variables are evaluated based on their capability to improve the estimates of other variables of
interest. The model outputs from the assimilated model are compared with those from the openloop model and the model updated with the ‘direct-insert’ method. The robustness of the
assimilated model is further verified in ‘perfect forecast’ mode. This thesis has also discussed
the sensitivity of model error quantification, especially the error covariance between different
state variables.
The EKF assimilation is proved effective in improving the soil moisture estimates and
streamflow simulation. However, the effectiveness is influenced by the setting of both the state
vector and the observations to be assimilated. The case of state vector with streamflow and soil
moisture in all layers outperforms other cases with more complicated state vectors, including
those augmented with intermediate variables and model parameters. This shows that the update
of model parameters does not necessarily improve the model performance. However,
improvement might be expected if the model is been calibrated sufficiently and the error
covariances between the model parameters and other state variables are quantified properly. The
combined assimilation of both surface soil moisture and streamflow significantly improves the
estimates of soil moisture in the full soil profile, while assimilating streamflow only provides
very limited improvement in soil moisture estimates.
The updated SWAT model is robust enough to issue better short-term ‘perfect forecasts’ of soil
moisture and streamflow. The soil moisture forecast benefits most from the combined
assimilation, then from surface soil moisture assimilation, and least from streamflow
assimilation. Such benefits tend to wane with increases in the forecast lead. The streamflow
forecast seems sensitive neither to the type of assimilated observations nor to increases in the
forecast lead. It seems that flood events, instead of a long series of daily streamflows, would
benefit more from EKF assimilation.
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The performance of the EKF assimilation is directly related to the accuracy of the error
quantification. The examples in the case of combined assimilation show that estimates of soil
moisture in a specific layer are more influenced by the error covariance between streamflow and
the soil moisture in this layer, while not sensitive to the error covariance between streamflow
and soil moisture in other layers. The application of adaptive EKF shows no advantages over
using the trial and error method to determine time-invariant model errors.
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Chapter 5 Comparison
Output Assimilation

of

State-parameter

Assimilation

and

This chapter compares the EKF state-parameter assimilation with output assimilation in
improving streamflow forecasts using the SWAT model. Again, the forecasts referred to in this
chapter are all ‘perfect forecasts’ with meteorological forecasts replaced with observations. The
state-parameter assimilation is performed by updating the stored water content and curve
number with EKF, and the output assimilation is carried out by updating the model output errors
with autoregressive (AR) models. The performance of the two data assimilation techniques is
compared for a dry year and a wet year. A hybrid method that combines both state-parameter
assimilation and output assimilation was also developed.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 1 reviews the development of state-parameter
assimilation and output assimilation; Section 2 introduces the methodology; Section 3
introduces the SWAT model and the research area; Section 4 explains the experimental design
details, including the implementation of state and parameter assimilation with EKF and the
output assimilation with the AR model; the results and analysis are presented in Section 5; and
the conclusions are given in Section 6.

5.1 Introduction
Streamflow forecasting can be performed with either stochastic or physically-based models.
Stochastic models are data-driven and usually simple to implement, but they lack a connection
with the real world (Todini, 1988; Todini, 2007). Physically-based models have stronger
physical rationality, but do not necessarily generate more accurate forecasts than stochastic
models (Zealand et al., 1999; Anctil et al., 2004) because of the additional uncertainties in
inputs, parameterization, and model structure (Beven, 1989).
A method that involves both deterministic and stochastic components could benefit from the
robustness of the former and the adaptability of the latter (Todini, 2007). Examples of such
approaches include probabilistic forecasting (Krzysztofowicz, 1999; Krzysztofowicz, 2001),
combined forecasting (Jeong and Kim, 2009; Chen et al., 2015), and ensemble forecasting
(Cloke and Pappenberger, 2009; Velázquez et al., 2011). In these approaches, the deterministic
models are typically applied within a statistical framework (Ajami et al., 2007; Georgakakos et
al., 2004). Challenges in such approaches include computational burden and outputs that are less
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intuitive for decision-makers when they are used in an operational setting (Ajami et al., 2007;
Cloke and Pappenberger, 2009; De Kleermaeker and Verkade, 2013).
Data assimilation (DA) is a method that combines the strengths of the deterministic model and
statistical estimation methods by integrating the most recent observations into model outputs
(Kitanidis and Bras, 1980b; Vrugt et al., 2006). DA is easy to implement, as it normally only
requires one model and minimum historical observations. In a broad sense, DA includes input
assimilation (Chen et al., 2014; Massari et al., 2014), state and parameter assimilation (Vrugt et
al., 2005; Hendricks Franssen and Kinzelbach, 2008; Lüet al., 2011; Moradkhani et al., 2005b),
and output assimilation (Anctil et al., 2003; Yu and Chen, 2005; Broersen, 2007; Sene, 2008).
State and parameter DA has experienced rapid development since the 1990s. This type of DA
can be divided into objective methods and sequential methods. Compared to objective methods,
sequential methods are capable of handling all sources of uncertainty (Moradkhani, 2008) and
are less complex to implement. Sequential methods commonly used in hydrologic DA include
Particle Filter (Pham, 2001; Moradkhani et al., 2005a; Weerts and El Serafy, 2006), H-infinity
filter ( Wang and Cai, 2008; Lüet al., 2010), and the linear Kalman Filter (Kalman, 1960) and
its heirs, like the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Puente and Bras, 1987), Ensemble Kalman
Filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 1994), Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) (Wan and Van Der Merwe,
2000), etc.
Theoretically, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is the standard method to expand the linear
Kalman filter to nonlinear systems. If done properly, the implementation of EKF is neat and
straightforward. However, due to the complexity of the linearization of the nonlinear
hydrological model, this method has been rarely used in hydrological DA, especially in the case
of distributed models (Kitanidis and Bras, 1980b; Walker and Houser, 2001).
Output assimilation (also known as error update or error assimilation) is fundamentally different
from state and parameter assimilation. In a typical output assimilation, a stochastic model is
calibrated using the historical model output error, and the improved forecast is calculated by
adding the predicted error to the initial model forecast. Examples of stochastic models used in
output assimilation include Auto-regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models (Angela, 1982;
Broersen, 2007; Wu et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (Anctil
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et al., 2003; Jain and Srinivasulu, 2004; Khac‐Tien Nguyen and Hock‐Chye Chua, 2012;
Jeevaragagam and Simonovic, 2013), the ‘dual pass’ method (Pagano et al., 2011), hybrid
methods that combine ARMA or ANNs with Kalman filters (Bidwell and Griffiths, 1994;
Muluye, 2011), etc. Xiong and O'connor (2002) compared the AR model with other more
complicated models and found that the latter do not necessarily outperform the standard AR
model.
Output assimilation methods are independent of the structure and parameters of deterministic
models, and hence they are usually more efficient to apply. The deterministic models do not
receive any feedback from the error update, but only generate more error samples into the
training pool if the update is carried out online (Tingsanchali and Gautam, 2000). Compared to
state-parameter assimilation methods, output assimilation methods are incapable of handling
uncertainties in the observations, and neither can they improve the deterministic models’
structure and parameters. For this reason, output assimilation is usually found to be more
effective than deterministic models for shorter-range forecasting (Angela, 1982).
Madsen and Skotner (2005) described a combined state and output assimilation scheme in realtime flood forecasting with the MIKE 11 model. The state update procedure was used in the
hydrodynamic module, and error forecasting was implemented with a second-order
autoregressive model. Bauer-Gottwein et al. (2015) applied the standard linear Kalman filter in
the state update of the Muskingum routing model in the Soil and Water Assessment Tool
(SWAT) model. Both of these two studies only focused on the hydrodynamic module of the
deterministic models. There is a growing consensus in the literature (Berg and Mulroy, 2006;
Berthet et al., 2009; Brocca et al., 2009; Javelle et al., 2010; McMillan et al., 2013) that updates
of the initial conditions of the watershed, especially the antecedent moisture content (AMC),
have great potential in the enhancement of streamflow forecasting. Hybrid assimilation of the
rainfall runoff module may improve longer-range forecasting, but to the authors’ knowledge,
such research is rare (Bauer-Gottwein et al., 2015).

5.2 Extended Kalman Filter and ARMA Model
5.2.1 Extended Kalman Filter
The introduction of EKF theory can be found in section 3.2.1.
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5.2.2 ARMA models
It is acknowledged that a stationary stochastic process can be approximated by a suitable autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model (Bidwell and Griffiths, 1994; Choi, 2012). Given a
time series , an ARMA model of orders p and q can be described by:
=
where

(5-1)

are parameters,

are white noise. The ARMA model

degenerates into an AR model if q=0 and an MA model if p=0. The determination procedure of
the orders and parameters of an ARMA model is well established by the Box-Jenkins method
(Box and Jenkins, 1976). Although higher orders generally lead to more accurate forecast
results, lower orders are found to be sufficient and more applicable for short-term forecasting
(Broersen and Weerts, 2005; Wu et al., 2012).
In order to obtain superior forecast accuracy, the following aspects should be considered: data
selection, principal components, cross-validation, and optimal combination of independent
variables (Garen, 1992). In more advanced cases, more complicated methods such as step-wise
regression can be used to select and evaluate the order of importance of the predictors (Berger
and Entekhabi, 2001; Ssegane et al., 2012). The AR model normally only involves the time
series of one variable. In this thesis, the performance of multi-variable AR models is compared
with that of single-variable models. Although multi-variable models violate the definition of an
AR model, such examination may help to determine an optimal model that is more effective and
robust.

5.3 The SWAT Model
5.3.1 Model structure
The introduction of the SWAT model can be found in section 3.2.2.
5.3.2 Study area
The SWAT model is developed for the watershed of the Bakel Hydrometric Station on the
Senegal River in Senegal (see Figure 5-1). The watershed has an area of 420,546 km2. The
streamflow at Bakel Station is characterized by eight months of low flow (November to June)
but unpredictably large floods in the rainy season, from July to October (Rimkus, 2005). Given
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that streamflow observations are available at three interior stations (Gourbassi, Manantali and
Oualia) on the southern tributaries (Table 5-1), these stations (marked ‘Inlet’ in Figure 5-1) are
treated as point inputs for the SWAT model. By such implementation, the SWAT model
becomes a nonlinear input-output model, and the state update is only applied to the blue-shaded
area in Figure 5-1. For the sake of simplicity, in this thesis the errors in the streamflow
observations of these three interior stations are not considered explicitly in the implementation
of EKF.

Figure 5-1 Senegal River Watershed above Bakel Station (The extracted sub-basins are subtracted from the
watershed, and only the blue-shaded watershed area is simulated)
Table 5-1 Statistics of the streamflow observations (1988-2006) for Bakel and the three interior stations

Stations
Oualia
Gourbassi
Manantali
Bakel

Mean (m3/s)
77
76
214
446

Standard Error (m3/s)
41
31
77
167
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Cs
1.03
0.65
1.22
1.12

Cv
0.54
0.41
0.36
0.37

Figure 5-2 Bakel Station streamflow observations vs. SWAT model output (1990-1999)

The SWAT model is calibrated using the data from 1990 to 1998 and validated with data from
1999 (see Figure 5-2). The streamflow predictions for one- to seven-day leads in 1992 and 1999
are evaluated. 1992 was a relatively dry year for which SWAT performs well. 1999 was a
particularly wet year, and the performance of the SWAT simulation was lower than average.
The comparison of the model’s performance in these two representative years reveals the
effectiveness of the assimilation methods in different hydrological regimes. Nevertheless, the
results should be interpreted objectively, and more case studies are required for the
generalizability of these conclusions.

5.4 EKF State Assimilation and ARMA Output Assimilation
5.4.1 EKF state assimilation and forecast assessment
5.4.1.1 Ratio update method

Hydrological DA allows for a lot of flexibility in the selection of state variables, and the water
storage variables are the ones most commonly considered (Clark et al., 2008; Samuel et al.,
2014). SWAT is usually operated with a daily time step; however, the water generated from
HRUs may take more than one day to reach the channel. To handle this issue, SWAT divides
the surface, lateral and ground water runoff into two classifications: water that reaches the
channel in the current day, and lagged water, which takes more than one day to reach the
channel. In this study, three intermediate water storage variables in the state vector are chosen
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based on trial and error: soil water content of the full soil profile, lagged surface runoff, and
lagged lateral runoff.
Besides the water storage variables, it is often beneficial to update the model parameters in the
hydrological DA (Moradkhani et al., 2005a; Lü et al., 2011). In EKF, the parameters can be
augmented in the state vector. In this thesis, only CN2 is selected because it is not only critical
to the runoff simulation but is also found to be the most sensitive parameter affecting the
simulation results.
The streamflow simulated by SWAT is also placed in the state vector. This way, the linear
observation operator would be a vector whose designation is 1 with regard to streamflow, and
zeroes for the rest (Evensen, 1994). Hence, the final state vector contains the model output of
streamflow, the three intermediate water storage variables: soil moisture, lagged surface runoff
and lagged lateral runoff as well as the curve number CN2. The observation operator is simply a
linear vector of [1, 0, 0, 0, 0].
One of the issues in the implementation of EKF in distributed models is the horizontal
correlation of the distributed variables. Stacking all the distributed variables in the state vector
would lead to an exceptionally large dimension of the state vector. In this study,
the ratio method described in the previous chapters has been used to update the HRU state.
Compared to ‘adding’ or ‘replacing’ methods, the ratio method maintains the maximum spatial
heterogeneity of the original distributed variables and parameters. Note that the simulated
streamflow is not a distributed variable and hence is not updated using this method.
5.4.1.2 Error Quantification

The true state is a trade-off between model output and observations based on the comparison
between their errors. Hence, the determination of the true state is essentially the quantification
of the model errors and the observation errors. The model errors have various sources, such as
inputs, parameters, model structure, boundary and initial conditions, etc. (Liu and Gupta, 2007).
Underestimation or overestimation of model errors may cause the assimilation results to rely
overly on the observations or the model output (Kitanidis and Bras, 1980a). Observation errors
are usually caused by the measurement method and/or equipment error. For example,
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streamflow observation errors are not only caused by the determination of the stage-discharge
curve, but may also be due to errors during the stage measurements.
In this thesis, the model error covariance matrix Q is determined by the trial and error method,
following the work of Puente and Bras (1987). The observation error covariance matrix R is the
stream flow variance calculated with Equation 3-23..
Despite the importance of error quantification, the trial and error method is still the mainstream
method, and therefore the error quantification process is often regarded as the ‘calibration’ of
the DA model. It is worth pointing out that observation errors and/or imperfect initialization of
the model might be offset by cumulative updates of the errors (Mehra, 1972).
5.4.2 Output assimilation
Output assimilation is based on the assumption that the errors in the model output are additive.
Figure 5-3 shows the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) of both streamflow observation
and the SWAT output errors for 1990-1999, and shows that both have a strong autocorrelation
for up to 20 lags. The error ACF is less robust than the observation ACF, indicating that the
ARMA model, which also includes observations as input in addition to pure errors, might
produce better predictions.
For simplicity, two two-order AR models are suggested:
=

(5-2)

=
where

(5-3)

is the predicted error of days ahead of day ,

,

,

the time-variable coefficients calculated with the least linear square method,
the errors of the SWAT model output at day and
streamflow observations at day

and day

and

,

are
are
are the

respectively.

With the predicted error, the predicted streamflow can be calculated with:
=
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(5-4)

where

is the SWAT output of day

, assuming that the climate prediction is

reliable.

Figure 5-3 Autocorrelation functions of streamflow (upper) and streamflow errors (lower) at Bakel Station,
1990-1999. The blue lines indicate the 0.05 significance level for the ACF.

5.4.3 Experimental Design
Four numerical experiments were designed in order to evaluate the performance of different
assimilation schemes. As shown in Table 5-2, Experiment A is simply the open-loop SWAT
model without any assimilation. It is therefore used as the reference experiment. Experiment B
applies the AR models as output assimilation based on the output of Experiment A. Depending
on the selection of AR inputs, Experiment B is further divided into two sub-experiments: in
Experiment B-I, the inputs of the AR models are the errors between the model output and the
observation for the previous two days (see Equation (5-2)), and in Experiment B-II, the inputs
are the errors as well as the observations of the previous two days (see Equation (5-3). The
outputs of the two sub-experiments are both calculated with Equation (5-4). In Experiment C,
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EKF is used for the state and parameter assimilation. EKF is first applied to SWAT
continuously up to the date the forecast is issued. Before that, SWAT is run in open-loop mode
to issue forecasts

. In Experiment D, EKF and the AR model are used simultaneously, but

the error prediction model here is not based on Experiment A but on Experiment C. This means
that the model errors in both the training and validation stages refer to the differences between
the observations and the outputs of the SWAT model for which the parameters have been
updated using EKF. In forecasting mode, the errors are simply added to

. The AR model

used to simulate the errors for 1992 (1999) is trained with the 1990-1991 (1990-1998)
observations. RMSE and NSC are used to assess the accuracy of the model predictions.
Table 5-2 Experimental Settings

Experiment
A
B (B-I, B-II)
C
D

Description
SWAT open-loop
AR error update with
EKF subsequent SWAT open-loop
AR error update with

Assimilation type
Output assimilation
State and parameter assimilation
Hybrid

5.5 Results and Analysis
5.5.1 State-parameter assimilation
5.5.1.1 Assimilation results

The comparison between EKF assimilation and the open-loop model output at Bakel Station for
1992 and 1999 is shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5. For 1992, SWAT in open-loop mode
(Experiment A, red line) mostly overestimates the observed streamflow (green line). For 1999,
SWAT in open-loop mode overestimates the dry season streamflow but significantly
underestimates the wet season flood. The EKF assimilated streamflow (blue line) is similar in
observations versus the model output for both years. This indicates that there is a higher
confidence in the observations than in the model output.
The grey dashed lines in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 show the values of the Kalman gain K for
streamflow. With high K values, the model output is less considered by the EKF assimilation for
the dry season. K drops to lower values only in major flood periods. One of the possible reasons
for this is that the majority of the streamflow in the dry season is baseflow originating from
ground water, while the state vector only contains water storage variables and parameters that
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are critical to surface and lateral runoff. In addition, given that the model errors are set to be
constant while the observation errors are proportional to the scale of the streamflow, the larger
observation errors give the model outputs more confidence, leading to lower K values.
Considering the different performances of EKF before and after July, the streamflow forecasts
from July to December are discussed separately as ‘wet season’ streamflow in the following
sections (unless the term ‘wet season’ is redefined).
The soil moisture assimilation results for 1992 and 1999 at the watershed scale are shown in
Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 respectively. In both years, soil moisture increases significantly in the
wet season. Despite some fluctuations, applying EKF increases the soil moisture estimation for
the wet season of 1992. In contrast, applying EKF significantly reduces the soil moisture
estimation for the wet season of 1999, especially during the peak flood period. Note that the
SWAT model overestimates the flood in 1992, while it underestimates the flood in 1999.

Figure 5-4 1992 streamflow EKF assimilation results compared to observations (Obs) and open-loop (OL)

Figure 5-5 1999 streamflow EKF assimilation results compared to observations (Obs) and open-loop (OL)
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Because of the scarcity of in situ watershed soil moisture measurements, it is challenging to
verify the soil moisture assimilation results of EKF. The different update patterns for 1992 and
1999 reveal that EKF assimilation is influenced more by the accumulation of precipitation than
the intensity of a single precipitation event. Compared to streamflow, the soil moisture is more
sensitive to the watershed precipitation. This implies that the simulation results of specific soil
moisture models that use precipitation as inputs may provide more accurate soil moisture
estimates (Hopmans et al., 2002; Montzka et al., 2013).

Figure 5-6 Watershed average soil moisture (mm) EKF assimilation results compared to open-loop (OL) for 1992

Figure 5-7 Watershed average soil moisture (mm) EKF assimilation results compared to open-loop (OL) for 1999
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Figure 5-8 CN2 and dailyCN updates for 1992

Figure 5-8 displays the updates for CN2 and dailyCN from 1990 through 1999. DailyCN is the
soil moisture adjusted curve number used in the final surface runoff calculation. Both CN2 and
dailyCN are directly proportional to the surface runoff generation (i.e., a larger curve number
leads to larger runoff, and subsequently increased streamflow). In SWAT, CN2 remains
constant unless it is redefined in future crop operation processes, while dailyCN varies with the
soil moisture content. The traditional batch calibration technologies assume that the calibrated
model is robust enough (at least for the validation period). However, as shown in Figure 5-3, the
calibrated model does not perform well for the exceptional flood in 1999.
The EKF updated curve number shows dramatically different patterns from those in the openloop case. Both CN2 and dailyCN are greatly reduced in the dry season, while they are
significantly increased in the flood season. CN2 and dailyCN are reduced during the flood
period of 1992; however, they are increased during the flood period of 1999. They both
correctly reflect the streamflow update results in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5. DailyCN sees more
fluctuations than CN2 because the soil moisture is also adjusted by EKF. It is interesting to
observe that, although the curve numbers were actually not used in the dry season because of
the absence of surface runoff, EKF still ‘drags down’ the curve numbers to reduce the
streamflow overestimation of the SWAT open-loop.
5.5.1.2 Streamflow forecast improvement

In order to verify the improvement in SWAT streamflow forecasts due to EKF assimilation, the
one- to seven-day SWAT streamflow forecasts after using EKF are evaluated. A full
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hydrograph is obtained for each lead because EKF is applied continuously. To avoid confusion,
the open-loop forecasts issued after the application of EKF up to the date the forecast is issued
are termed ‘EKF subsequent open-loop’ (EKFsOL). Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 show the
hydrographs of these EKFsOL results for 1992 and 1999 respectively, and Table 5-3 and Table
5-4 are the NSC and RMSE for the wet season flood simulation for those two years, also
respectively. Day1~ Day 7 represents the EKFsOL forecasts for the one- to seven-day leads.

Figure 5-9 EKF subsequent open-loop (EKFsOL) streamflow forecast (1992)

Figure 5-10 EKF subsequent open-loop (EKFsOL) streamflow forecast (1999)

The EKFsOL is better than the pure SWAT open-loop (OL) in both years. In 1992, the
erroneous fluctuations of OL are mostly eliminated, and the flood is less overestimated in
EKFsOL. In the wet season, NSC is improved from 0.77 to 0.91, and RMSE is reduced from
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223 m3/s to less than 140 m3/s. In 1999, the EKFsOL results are much closer to the observations
than are the underestimated results of the OL simulation. For the wet season, NSC is improved
from 0.62 to more than 0.84, and RMSE is reduced from 682 m3/s to less than 440 m3/s.
Table 5-3 EKF subsequent open-loop (EKFsOL) forecast statistics (1992)

OL

DAY1

DAY2

DAY3

DAY4

DAY5

DAY6

DAY7

NSC

0.77

0.91

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.93

0.92

RMSE(m3/s)

223.08

138.60

134.87

134.83

134.83

134.88

134.93

134.96

Table 5-4 EKF subsequent open-loop (EKFsOL) forecast statistics (1999)

NSC
RMSE(m3/s)

OL
0.62
681.56

DAY1
0.86
407.46

DAY2
0.85
419.32

DAY3
0.85
420.57

DAY4
0.85
432.02

DAY5
0.84
435.37

DAY6
0.84
437.00

DAY7
0.84
439.21

One interesting finding is that the benefit of EKF seems to be not very sensitive to the length of
the lead time. This is especially the case for the wet season of 1992, in which the streamflow is
relatively low and SWAT performs reasonably well. EKFsOL in general performs better for
shorter leads than longer leads. Again, such a trend is not as significant as one might expect,
indicating that the state and parameter updates with EKF are robust.
5.5.2 Output assimilation results
Figure 5-11 compares the wet season performance of the two sub-experiments of Experiment B.
For inputs, the single-variable input Experiment B-I only uses the errors from the previous two
days, while the multi-variable input Experiment B-II also uses streamflow observations. The
accuracy of both sub-experiments decreases rapidly for the first four days as the lead gets longer.
No obvious differences between these two sub-experiments were observed for 1992, while B-II
significantly outperforms B-I for 1999. The better performance of the combined input
experiments agrees with the results from other research (Anctil et al., 2003; Jeevaragagam and
Simonovic, 2013).
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a)

b)

Figure 5-11 Wet season forecast performance for the two sub-experiments of Experiment B: a) RMSE; b) NSC

Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 show the forecasts of sub-experiment B-II, whose RMSE and NSC
values are presented in Table 5-5. A major difference between sub-experiment B-II and
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Experiment C is that the former predicts the streamflow of the dry season better than the wet
season, while the latter does not improve dry season prediction. The dry season streamflow is
more stable, which is easier for the AR model to handle. EKF only updates the states and
parameters related to surface and lateral runoff, which in the dry season contributes little to the
channel streamflow.
For 1992, the AR model provides accurate result for one-day forecasts, but the accuracy
decreases rapidly for the two-day and longer forecasts. As shown in Figure 5-12, the forecasts
for longer leads have more fluctuations than those from the observations. More importantly, the
flood peak is often underestimated. The 1999 forecasts are generally very accurate compared to
the SWAT open-loop simulations, despite that they are also sensitive to lead time.
Experiment D is designed to combine EKF with the AR model: instead of assimilating the
errors between the SWAT open-loop simulation and the observations, as Experiment B does,
the errors between the EKFsOL and the observations are assimilated into the model outputs.
The idea behind this experiment is that the ‘filtered’ model errors might be more suitable for the
AR model. Note that the EKFsOL have seven time series, but only the one-day forecast series is
used in Experiment D because it is the most accurate among the seven.
The forecasts of Experiment D for 1992 and 1999 are shown in Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15
respectively, and their RMSE and NSC results are presented in Table 5-6. As shown in Table 56, Experiment D significantly outperforms Experiment B for 1992. For example, the one-day
wet season forecast RMSE and NSC for Experiment B are 100.64 m3/s and 0.91 respectively,
but improve to 67.59 m3/s and 0.96 for Experiment D; the seven-day forecast RMSE and NSC
results for Experiment B are 145.29 m3/s and 0.81 respectively, but improve to 102.68 m3/s and
0.90 for Experiment D. The forecasts for different leads are more clustered, as shown in Figure
5-14, indicating more stability and less sensitivity to lead length. For 1999, a notable
improvement compared to Experiment B can only be seen for leads longer than four days.
Comparing Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-13, it is also seen that Experiment D produces more
clustered forecasts than Experiment B.
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Figure 5-12 The streamflow forecasts for different leads of the multi-variable input AR model (Experiment B-II)
(1992, full year)

Figure 5-13 The streamflow forecasts for different leads of the multi-variable input AR model (Experiment B-II)
(1999, full year)
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Figure 5-14 The streamflow forecasts for different leads of the hybrid model (Experiment D) (1992, full year)

Figure 5-15 The streamflow forecasts for different leads of the hybrid model (Experiment D) (1999, full year)

Furthermore, Experiment D provides more accurate forecasts for the flood rise limb and flood
peak discharge from early August to early September, while Experiment B captures more
features of the flood recession period after mid-September. These are valuable findings if these
methods are to be applied in an operational flood forecasting and warning system.
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Table 5-5 The forecast statistics of the multi-variable input AR model (Experiment B-II)

1992
RMSE(m3/s)
Full
year
NSC
RMSE(m3/s)
Wet
season
NSC
1999
RMSE(m3/s)
Full
year
NSC
RMSE(m3/s)
Wet
season
NSC

Day1
101.93
0.92
100.64
0.91
Day1
150.23
0.98
147.40
0.96

Day2
138.41
0.86
136.02
0.83
Day2
209.82
0.96
206.06
0.93

Day3
148.73
0.84
145.49
0.81
Day3
253.44
0.94
248.51
0.90

Day4
150.72
0.83
146.86
0.80
Day4
293.92
0.91
288.62
0.86

Day5
149.66
0.84
145.41
0.81
Day5
309.46
0.91
304.00
0.85

Day6
148.98
0.84
144.59
0.81
Day6
320.30
0.90
314.71
0.84

Day7
149.50
0.84
145.29
0.81
Day7
323.10
0.90
317.60
0.83

Table 5-6 The forecast statistics of the hybrid model (Experiment D)

1992
Full
year

3

RMSE(m /s)
NSC
Wet
RMSE(m3/s)
season
NSC
1999
Full
RMSE(m3/s)
year
NSC
Wet
RMSE(m3/s)
season
NSC

Day1

Day2

Day3

Day4

Day5

Day6

Day7

69.47
0.96
67.59
0.96
Day1
190.86
0.96
189.46
0.94

94.19
0.93
90.39
0.93
Day2
244.42
0.94
240.91
0.90

106.47
0.92
101.39
0.91
Day3
274.72
0.93
268.55
0.88

111.04
0.91
105.30
0.90
Day4
298.70
0.91
291.23
0.86

110.18
0.91
104.25
0.90
Day5
303.91
0.91
296.78
0.86

108.44
0.91
102.46
0.90
Day6
307.49
0.91
300.48
0.85

108.64
0.91
102.68
0.90
Day7
311.58
0.90
304.96
0.85

5.5.3 Comparison of experiments
The comparison of the wet season forecasts of all the experiments is summarized in Figure 5-16.
Since the EKF assimilation is not effective for dry season streamflow forecasting, only the wet
season results are shown here. Also, the NSC results are not presented because while they
correspond to the RMSE results, the patterns in the latter are more obvious.
All three assimilation experiments, B, C and D, significantly improve upon the Experiment A
forecasts (the open-loop SWAT simulation without any assimilation). However, the “best”
assimilation scheme is difficult to determine because the experiments perform differently in
different experimental years.
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a)

b)

Figure 5-16 Wet season RMSE for all four experiments: a) 1992 wet season RMSE; b) 1999 wet season RMSE

In 1992, although the one-day forecasting of Experiment B is more accurate than that of
Experiment C, the latter has a marginal advantage over the former for forecast times longer than
one day. Meanwhile, Experiment D significantly outperforms Experiment B and Experiment C
for all forecast leads. All experiments except Experiment C are sensitive to lead time. For 1999,
Experiment B and Experiment D share similar patterns, while the former has a lower RMSE for
shorter leads and the latter a lower RMSE for longer leads. What Figure 5-16 does not show is,
as was discussed previously, that the hybrid model Experiment D provides more accurate
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forecasts for flood rise and peak periods, while the pure output assimilation B provides more
satisfactory forecasts for the flood recession period. Both Experiment B and Experiment D
outperform Experiment C for all forecast leads, especially for shorter leads.

5.6 Conclusions
This study compares the potential improvement in streamflow forecasts issued with the SWAT
model by using state-parameter assimilation and output assimilation. EKF is used to update the
water storage variables and CN2 in the state-parameter assimilation, and AR models are applied
to update the estimate errors in the output assimilation. It is found that both methods can
improve forecast accuracy; however their performance is influenced by the hydrological regime
of the year.
The state-parameter assimilation outperforms the output assimilation in the dry year, while the
latter outperforms the former in the wet year. The flood rise limb and peak discharge are more
accurately forecast by state-parameter assimilation, while the recession limb is captured better
by output assimilation. Compared to output assimilation, the state-parameter assimilation results
are more robust and less sensitive to the length of the lead.
The state-parameter assimilation is capable of updating watershed state variables such as soil
moisture and model parameters in addition to streamflow. However, due to the selection of the
state vector in this study, such updates are only valid in the wet season, when surface and lateral
runoff occurs. In contrast, the output assimilation handles the dry season forecast better than the
wet season forecast.
The traditional state and output hybrid methods mostly focus on the hydrodynamic module of a
hydrological model. In this study we combined output assimilation with state-parameter
assimilation, which works in the rainfall-runoff part of SWAT. This new hybrid method
provides the most accurate forecasts in the dry year, and forecasts that are similar to stateparameter assimilation forecasts but better than output assimilation forecasts in the wet year.
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Chapter 6 Impact of Uncertainties in Precipitation Forecasts
In the previous chapters, ‘perfect forecasts’ are generated based on the assumption that the
future climate is perfectly known. In this chapter, these forecasts will be re-assessed with
probabilistic climate prediction. Random errors were added to the actual precipitation, and the
results were used to replace the observed precipitation in the previous numerical experiments.
Instead of ‘perfect forecasts’ or forecasts, these forecasts are named ‘perturbed forecasts’. The
combined assimilation of streamflow and surface soil moisture in Experiment G in Chapter 4 is
used in this study.

6.1 Methodology
The probabilistic forecasts of daily precipitation can be obtained either with statistical methods
(Barnston, 1994; Sittichok et al., 2014; Toth et al., 2000) or directly from Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP) models (Brown et al., 2012; Ebert et al., 2003; Rutherford, 1972). It is critical
to evaluate the influence of erroneous precipitation forecasts to hydrological simulation and
forecasts of other state variables such streamflow and soil moisture.
For simplicity, of the three types of precipitation forecast error (displacement error, amplitude
error and residual error) (Hoffman et al., 1995), only the residual errors are considered in this
study. This is reasonable since it is a short-term forecast problem within a small temporal scale
(11 months). Under this assumption, an economical precipitation multiplier model is used to
quantify the precipitation errors (Vrugt et al., 2008; Salamon and Feyen, 2009; McMillan et al.,
2011).
In this method, the precipitation forecast of t days after day i is perturbed as:
=

(6-1)

where

is the initial precipitation forecast, which is replaced by ground observation in this

study;

is the perturbation factor, which is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution:
0

where

is the error variance of .
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(6-2)

The multiplier method is very flexible and maintains the credibility of the original forecast and
the adjustment is ‘somehow scale dependent’ (Vrugt et al., 2008). Unlike other methods that
add increments to the original forecast, the multiplier method may avoid the issue of negative
precipitation values.

6.2 Results and Discussion
In order to assess the influence of uncertain precipitation input on the forecasting of soil
moisture and streamflow, the one- to seven- day forecasts with the precipitation perturbed with
errors of different scales are studied. Considering the characteristics of the precipitation used,
these forecasts will be referred as ‘perturbed forecasts’. The scale of errors is adjusted by
quantifying the error variance of the perturbation factor

from 0.1 to 0.5. The perturbed

precipitation is first used in the open-loop models, and then in the updated model with combined
assimilation (with state vector as in Experiment G in Chapter 4) in order to simulate soil
moisture and watershed outlet streamflow.
Two examples of the perturbation results are displayed in Figure 6-1. In Figure 6-1, ‘pcp_obs’ is
the observed daily precipitation, ‘P2’ is the perturbed precipitation when
perturbed precipitation when

= 0.2 and ‘P4’ is the

= 0.4. ‘E0.2’ represents the generated perturbation factor

an error variance of 0.2, and ‘E0.4’ represents the generated perturbation factor

with

with an error

variance of 0.4. As shown in Figure 6-1, the perturbed precipitation depends on both the
magnitude of the ‘true’ precipitation (i.e., the observed precipitation) and the perturbation factor
. A larger perturbation factor

leads to more discrepancy between the perturbed precipitation

and the real precipitation.
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Figure 6-1 The precipitation perturbation results for

= . and

= .

Table 6-1 Influence of uncertain precipitation on open-loop SWAT simulation

σ

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

RMSE_sm /mm

47.41

47.54

48.22

48.98

48.78

49.66

NSC_sm

-4.45

-4.48

-4.64

-4.82

-4.77

-4.99

RMSE_flow /cms

2.53

2.47

2.38

2.97

2.98

3.27

NSC_flow

-0.14

-0.09

-0.01

-0.57

-0.58

-0.91

The influence of the erroneous precipitation on open-loop SWAT simulations is displayed in
Table 6-1. The column with σ = 0 represents the case in which the precipitation is not perturbed
at all. As shown in this table, the perturbed forecasts of both the full profile soil moisture (sm)
and streamflow (flow) are generally less accurate with larger perturbation errors. The only
exception is the streamflow perturbed forecast with lower precipitation perturbations. The
streamflow perturbed forecasts of

= 0.1 and

= 0.2 are actually slightly better than the case

of no perturbation. This is possibly because the perturbed precipitation happens to offset the
influence of insufficient calibration of the model on the streamflow simulation.
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The accumulated NSC and RMSE for soil moisture and streamflow perturbed forecasts are
displayed in Figure 6-2~Figure 6-5. In these figures, ‘case3_sm’ represents the soil moisture
perturbed forecast from the combined assimilation of surface soil moisture and watershed
streamflow, but with unperturbed precipitation input, ‘case3_flow’ represents the streamflow
perturbed forecast from combined assimilation with unperturbed precipitation input. ‘PE_sm1’,
‘PE_sm2’,…, ‘PE_sm5’ means the soil moisture perturbed forecast from the combined
assimilated SWAT model with perturbed precipitation whose perturbation error covariance
= 0. 0.2

0.5. ‘PE_flow1’, ‘PE_flow2’,…, ‘PE_flow5’ means the streamflow perturbed

forecast from the combined assimilated SWAT model with perturbed precipitation whose
perturbation error covariance

= 0. 0.2

0.5.

As discussed in the previous chapters, the perturbed forecasts with the open-loop SWAT model
for all leads have the same accuracy for the same inputs. In this study, it is assumed that the
scale of the errors in the precipitation for all leads is the same. This assumption is necessary to
maintain the whiteness of the residual errors in operation, although it may not be satisfied as the
QPFs tend to be more accurate for shorter perturbed forecast leads. For this reason, the openloop simulation results with perturbed precipitation, if presented in Figure 6-2~Figure 6-5,
would be a constant value across all leads that sums up the statistical indicators for the different
perturbation error scales in Table 6-1. For example, in Figure 6-1, the accumulated NSC of soil
moisture from the open-loop SWAT with perturbed precipitation would be -23.70, which is far
below the majority of the accumulated NSC from the assimilated models. Hence, they are
normally not presented in these figures for display purposes.
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Figure 6-2 The accumulated NSC of soil moisture perturbed forecasts for different leads and perturbation scales
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Figure 6-3 The accumulated NSC of streamflow perturbed forecasts for different leads and perturbation scales
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Figure 6-4 The accumulated RMSE of soil moisture perturbed forecasts for different leads and perturbation
scales
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Figure 6-5 The accumulated RMSE of streamflow perturbed forecasts for different leads and perturbation scales
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Figure 6-6 Soil moisture perturbed forecasts with perturbed precipitation ( = . )

The soil moisture perturbed forecast with perturbed precipitation of

= . is displayed in

Figure 6-6. ‘obs’, ‘OL’ and ‘E5’ are the observed soil moisture, open-loop simulated soil
moisture respectively. E5_day1 is the one-day perturbed forecast of the assimilated model with
perturbed precipitation, and E5_day7 is the seven-day perturbed forecast with perturbed
precipitation.
For soil moisture perturbed forecasts, the benefit of EKF assimilation carries on for all seven
leads, even in the case of maximum perturbed precipitation. However, erroneous precipitation
tends to degrade the assimilation benefit. The perturbed forecast accuracy is inversely
proportional to the scale of the error added to the precipitation. For a one-day perturbed forecast,
the NSC of the assimilated model with ‘perfect’ precipitation is 0.57; with a precipitation
perturbation error covariance of 0.1 it becomes 0.53; and with a perturbation error covariance of
0.5 it decreases to 0.41. The RMSE for the ‘perfect’ precipitation and perturbed precipitation
with

of 0.1 and 0.5 is 13.29mm, 13.87mm and 15.53mm respectively.

The accuracy of perturbed forecasts also decreases with increases in the length of the lead, and
decreases faster with larger precipitation errors. The NSC of the seven-day perturbed forecast
with ‘perfect’ precipitation is 0.23; with a precipitation perturbation error covariance of 0.1 it is
reduced to 0.16; and with a perturbation error covariance of 0.5 it is worsened to 0.00. It can be
noted that this is not the worst case, as the NSC for the open-loop model without assimilation is
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well below zero. The RMSE for the ‘perfect’ precipitation and perturbed precipitation with

of

0.1 and 0.5 are 17.80mm, 18.55mm and 20.34mm respectively. The decrease rate of NSC for
perfect precipitation is 0.04/day for ‘perfect’ precipitation, 0.05/day for an error covariance of
0.1, and 0.06/day for an error covariance of 0.5.

Figure 6-7 Streamflow perturbed forecast with perturbed precipitation ( = . )

Compared to soil moisture perturbed forecasting, streamflow perturbed forecasting is more
significantly influenced by uncertainties in precipitation. Larger errors (σ = 0.4 0.5) added to
precipitation can cause significant errors in streamflow perturbed forecasts, which cannot be
corrected by assimilating surface soil moisture and watershed output streamflow. However,
similar to the case of ‘perfect’ precipitation, streamflow perturbed forecasts with perturbed
precipitation are not sensitive to longer perturbed forecast leads. In other words, perturbed
forecast accuracy does not necessarily decrease with longer leads. For example, with a
perturbation of σ = 0.5, the NSC for a one-day perturbed forecast is -0.25 but increases to 0.45
for a four-day perturbed forecast, and drops to -2.31 for a seven-day perturbed forecast. This
implies that for longer leads, streamflow perturbed forecasts are very unstable with perturbed
precipitation, either with or without data assimilation.
Figure 6-7 shows the streamflow perturbed forecast with perturbed precipitation of σ = 0.5. ‘E5’
is the perturbed forecast from open-loop SWAT with perturbed precipitation, and ‘E5_day1’ is
the one-day perturbed forecast from the assimilated model with perturbed precipitation.
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Although the assimilated model manages to mitigate the overestimations of open-loop for some
flood events (e.g., 01/08/2009, 15/10/2009), it creates new overestimates (e.g., 08/05/2009).
Therefore, it fails to improve on the streamflow perturbed forecasts of open-loop SWAT with
perturbed precipitation.

6.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the uncertainties in the quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are considered
explicitly in the perturbed forecast mode of EKF assimilation. The precipitation forecasts are
perturbed with a multiplier model whose parameter

is extensively assessed in the soil

moisture and streamflow perturbed forecast experiments with a combined assimilation of
surface soil moisture and watershed streamflow.
The EKF assimilated model issues better perturbed forecasts of soil moisture and streamflow
than open-loop models, despite that the perturbed precipitation generally worsens the perturbed
forecasts in both open-loop and assimilated models. However, soil moisture and streamflow
react differently to such perturbations. It is found that the soil moisture perturbed forecasts can
still be improved with combined assimilation, even with the maximum perturbation for the
longest forecast lead. Perturbed forecasts are less accurate with longer leads, even more so than
the case of unperturbed precipitation. Compared to soil moisture, a streamflow perturbed
forecast is more vulnerable to precipitation perturbation. The combined assimilation will not
necessarily improve the streamflow perturbed forecast of the model when the precipitation
perturbation is very large and the forecast lead is very long.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
In this study, data assimilation of streamflow and soil moisture is implemented in a semidistributed model (SWAT: Soil and Water Assessment Tool) with EKF. Based on the
assumption of a predefined meteorological forecast, EKF state-parameter assimilation was
assessed and compared with AR output assimilation in a ‘perfect’ flood forecasting scenario.
The robustness of EKF assimilation is examined by perturbing the precipitation forecast to
generate perturbed forecasts of soil moisture and streamflow.
A ratio method was developed and used to reduce the computational burden by updating the
HRU-scale variables offline with the a posteriori/a priori correction ratio of their watershed
scale counterparts, which are then updated with EKF online. SWAT is treated as a ‘black-box
model’ in the numerical solution of the Jacobian matrix in which each element is calculated
with a partial differential equation.
In the streamflow assimilation experiments, the measured streamflow at the Bakel Station is
assimilated into a SWAT model of the Senegal watershed in western Africa. Twin experiments
were adopted to assess the effectiveness of EKF in updating the model state and parameters and
in improving streamflow forecasts.
EKF led to significant updates in both soil moisture and CN2 for the wet season but not for the
dry season. In the wet season, soil moisture first increases and then declines, while the CN2 first
declines and then increases. Such an opposition is also found in the responses of streamflow and
soil moisture to the perturbation of soil moisture.
In a case study of a flood forecast, the effectiveness of EKF is verified with both the EKFsOL
and quasi-error update forecast schemes for up to seven days. The quasi-error update forecast
generally outperforms EKFsOL, but has less robustness. The longer the lead, the less capable
EKFsOL is in capturing the peak flow. EKFsOL performs better in the flood rise period, while
the quasi-error forecast performs better in the recession period.
In the soil moisture assimilation experiments, observed in situ surface soil moisture was
assimilated in an attempt to improve the simulation and forecasting of soil moisture in deeper
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layers, as well as the streamflow. The Little Washita Experimental Watershed was chosen as the
case study area. EKF assimilation schemes with different combinations of state and observation
variables were evaluated based on their capability to improve the estimate of other variables of
interest. The outputs from the assimilated model are compared to those from the open-loop and
direct-insert models. The robustness of the assimilated model is further verified in the forecast
mode. This study also discussed the sensitivity of model error quantification, especially the
error covariance between different state variables.
The EKF assimilation of the surface soil moisture is proved to be effective in improving soil
moisture and streamflow simulation. However, its effectiveness is influenced by the structure of
the state and observation vectors. The state vector with soil moisture in all layers plus
streamflow outperforms other, more complicated state vectors, including those augmented with
intermediate variables and model parameters. The combined assimilation of surface soil
moisture and streamflow significantly improves the estimate of the soil moisture in the full soil
profile, while the assimilation of streamflow alone only provides very limited improvement in
the soil moisture simulation.
After being updated with EKF, the SWAT model is robust enough to result in better short-term
forecasts of soil moisture and streamflow. Soil moisture forecasts benefit most from the
combined assimilation and least so from streamflow assimilation. Such benefit tends to wane
with increases of the forecast lead. The streamflow forecast appears sensitive neither to the type
of assimilated observations nor to the increase of the forecast lead.
The performance of EKF assimilation is directly related to the accuracy of the model error
quantification. The estimate of the soil moisture in a specific layer is more influenced by the
error covariance between streamflow and the soil moisture in this layer, while it is not sensitive
to the error covariance between streamflow and soil moisture in other layers. The application of
an adaptive EKF shows no advantages over using the trial and error method.
As a spin-off study, EKF state-parameter assimilation and AR output assimilation are compared.
The EKF is used to update the water storage variables and CN2 in the state-parameter
assimilation, and the AR models are applied to update the estimate errors in the output
assimilation. It is found that both methods can improve forecast accuracy, but their performance
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is influenced by the hydrological regime of the year. The state-parameter assimilation
outperforms the output assimilation in a dry year, while the output assimilation outperforms the
state-parameter assimilation in a wet year. The flood rise limb and peak discharge is more
accurately forecast by state-parameter assimilation, while the recession limb is captured better
by output assimilation. Compared to output assimilation, the state-parameter assimilation results
are more robust and less sensitive to the length of the lead.
State-parameter assimilation is capable of updating watershed state variables such as soil
moisture and model parameters in addition to streamflow. With the selected state vector in this
study, such updates are only valid in the wet season, when surface and lateral runoff occurs. In
contrast, the output assimilation handles the dry season forecast better than that of the wet
season.
The output assimilation is combined with the state-parameter assimilation, which works on the
rainfall-runoff part of SWAT. This new hybrid method provides the most accurate forecasts in
the dry year and forecasts that are similar to state-parameter assimilation but better than output
assimilation in the wet year.
One of the novelties of this study is the validation of EKF assimilation in the forecasts of
streamflow and soil moisture. The assumption behind this method is that the future climate is
perfectly known. If not, it is important to examine whether the EKF assimilation can still
improve forecasts of soil moisture and streamflow. In the last part of this thesis the errors in the
quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are considered explicitly when they are used as
inputs for the SWAT model. The precipitation forecasts are perturbed with a multiplier model
which is extensively assessed with the combined assimilation of surface soil moisture and
streamflow.
Perturbed precipitation generally worsens the forecasting of soil moisture and streamflow in
both open-loop and assimilated models. However soil moisture and streamflow reacts
differently to such perturbations. It is found that perturbed forecasts of soil moisture can still be
improved, even with a maximum perturbation error and longest lead time. Perturbed forecasts
of streamflow are more vulnerable to the erroneous precipitation forecasts.
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In conclusion, EKF is a promising DA method to improve the simulation and forecasting ability
of a distributed model such as SWAT. The performance of EKF assimilation is influenced by
the setting of both state and observation vectors as well as the quantification of model errors.
EKF-assimilated SWAT could result in improved streamflow and soil moisture forecasts, even
with inaccurate precipitation inputs. The combination of state-parameter assimilation and output
assimilation has great potential in improving streamflow forecasting.

7.2 Recommendations
Although this study has successfully coupled EKF with SWAT, some issues remain, and further
work is needed in several areas:
1. Quantification of model and observation errors (Q and R): In this study, the model error
is determined using the trial and error method, and the observation error is determined
with an empirical method. Ideally, the model error should be quantified during the
development of the rainfall runoff model, and the observation error should be quantified
in the process of taking measurements. Adaptive filtering seems to be an alternative;
however, a case study conducted in this thesis shows that the adaptive filtering is not
superior to the conventional trial and error method.
2. Comparison of EKF and EnKF: As pointed out in the literature review, EnKF is
probably the most popular hydrological DA method despite a potentially large
computational burden and the difficulty of determining the ensemble size. It would be
interesting to compare EKF with EnKF when they are both used in a distributed model
such as SWAT.
3. Assimilation of remote sensing soil moisture: With the method based on assimilating in
situ surface soil moisture, it is desirable to apply it to other watersheds without in situ
soil moisture. Remote-sensing satellites provide more accessible soil moisture products,
but widespread application of them is still to come.
4. The update of precipitation input: The update of precipitation by assimilating other
observations such as soil moisture is attractive, because rainfall runoff models are
usually more sensitive to input than it is to the initial state.
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